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Abstract

The emergence of third-generation, technology-based public bikeshare schemes offers new opportunities for researching cycling behaviour. In this study, data from one such scheme, the London Cycle Hire Scheme (LCHS), are analysed. Algorithms are developed for summarising and labelling cyclists’ usage behaviours and tailored visual analysis applications are designed for exploring their spatiotemporal context.

Many of the research findings provide support to existing literature, particularly around gendered cycling behaviour. As well as making more discretionary journeys, women appear to preferentially select parts of London associated with greater levels of safety; and this is true even after controlling for geodemographic differences and levels of LCHS cycling experience. One hypothesis is that these differences represent diverging attitudes and perceptions. After developing a technique for identifying cyclists’ workplaces, these differences might also be explained by where cyclists need to travel for work and other facilities. An additional explanation is later offered that relates to the nature of cyclists’ estimated routes. The size and precision of the LCHS dataset allows under-explored aspects of behaviour to be investigated. Group cycling events – instances where two or more cyclists make journeys together in space and time – are labelled and analysed on a large scale. For certain types of cyclist, group cycling appears to encourage more extensive spatiotemporal cycling behaviour and there is some evidence to suggest that group cycling may help initiate scheme usage.

The domain-specific findings, emerging research questions and also behavioural classifications are this study’s principal and unique contribution. A second contribution relates to the analysis approach. This is a data-driven study that takes a large dataset, measuring use of a relatively new cycle facility, and uses it to engage with research questions that are typically answered with very different datasets. There is some uncertainty around how discriminating and generalisable LCHS cycle behaviours may be and which variables,
either directly measured or derived, might delineate those behaviours. Visual analysis techniques are shown to be effective in this more speculative research context: numerous behaviours are very quickly explored and understood. These techniques also enable a set of colleagues with relatively limited analysis experience, but substantial domain knowledge, to participate in the analysis and a general argument is made for their use in other, interdisciplinary analysis contexts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Abstract
The emergence of third-generation, information-technology based bikeshare schemes offers a new means of researching observed cycling behaviour on a large scale. A complete set of cyclist-level usage data from one such scheme, the London Cycle Hire Scheme (LCHS), have been made available by Transport for London (TfL) for use in this research. Analysing these data, distinct customer cycling behaviours are identified, classification techniques for labelling those behaviours are developed and possible motivations behind observed behaviours are suggested. The principal research question asks: How, and to what extent, can the LCHS datasets be used to contribute to current research on cycling behaviour in Transport Studies? A detailed set of domain-specific research findings, emerging research questions and also behavioural classifications are the main and unique contribution. In researching individual cyclists’ behaviour, the LCHS dataset is used for a purpose that may be different from that for which it was initially intended. Since individual bikeshare cycling behaviours have yet to be studied in detail, there is some uncertainty around how usage might be structured and which variables, either directly measured or derived, might help delineate those behaviours. A second contribution is an argument for, and demonstration of, the use of visual techniques in this more speculative research context.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research context

The many health-related, economic and time-saving benefits of cycling have brought about a cycling renaissance (Pucher & Buehler 2012) and greater political ambition to increase cycling across society (APPC 2013). A challenge for the United Kingdom (UK), as in many car-oriented countries, is that levels of cycling as a whole remain persistently low (Department for Transport 2013), with the recent uptake not evenly distributed geographically or socially (Goodman 2013). This fact has precipitated a growing academic interest in understanding cycling behaviour and especially for policy implementation, an interest in the factors that motivate and discourage cycling within cities (Pucher & Buehler 2012).

Much of this existing research has been led by the social sciences and has relied on traditional, actively collected datasets (Pooley et al. 2011, Aldred 2012). Using data from large social surveys, a number of studies have successfully identified varying public attitudes towards cycling held by different sections of society (Davies et al. 2001, Gatersleben & Appleton 2007), whilst more detailed qualitative and ethnographic approaches have attended to the very complex social, economic, cultural and physiological circumstances that affect individual behaviour (Davies et al. 1997, Garrard et al. 2008, Aldred 2012). Research into observed, rather than claimed or stated, cycling behaviour has been more limited both in size and ambition. Automatic Cycle Traffic Counters (ACTCs) provide one means of studying ‘actual’ behaviour. Historical data collected from such counters have allowed relatively concrete conclusions to be made about the impact of seasonal and weather variations on aggregate levels of cycling (Thomas et al. 2013, Tin et al. 2012, Niemeier 1996). A number of Global Positioning System (GPS)-based studies (Dill & Gliebe 2008, Broach et al. 2012) have also considered more detailed aspects of observed spatial travel behaviour.

There are limitations to the observational data collected from ACTCs and also the GPS-based studies. With ACTCs, cycle behaviours are only monitored at a given spatial point, most counters are not able to record direction (Gordon 2012) and clearly nothing is known about the trajectory of journeys or, perhaps more importantly, the people making them. Whilst Global Positioning Systems (GPS) technology does offer this very detailed information, due to the cost, complexity and logistical challenges of producing these data, such work is generally associated with datasets that are small in scale. Problems of self-selection bias, where particular types of cyclist volunteer to participate in these
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studies (Dill & Gliebe 2008) and social-desirability bias, where research participants may alter their behaviours because they know they are being monitored (Dill 2006), are genuine concerns.

The recent growth in so-called third generation (Shaheen et al. 2012), information-technology based urban bikeshare schemes offers a new means of researching observed cycling behaviour on a large scale. In many recent schemes, data on usage are continually reported to central databases. Researchers working within data mining (Froehlich et al. 2008, Jensen et al. 2010, Kaltenbrunner et al. 2010, Borgnat et al. 2011, Lathia et al. 2012, Côme & Oukhellou in press), information visualization (Wood et al. 2011), geography (O’Brien et al. 2014, Goodman & Cheshire in press) and public health (Fuller et al. 2012, Ogilvie & Goodman 2012, Woodcock et al. 2014) have queried these data to identify detailed patterns of scheme use over space and time. The scope and nature of the early bikeshare analysis has nevertheless been constrained by the level of detailed information made publicly available. In many cases data were harvested from the web, where local transport authorities publish in real-time the number of available bikes at individual bikeshare docking stations (Froehlich et al. 2008, Lathia et al. 2012). Others gained access to journey records, including journey origin-destination (OD) and start and end times (Jensen et al. 2010, Borgnat et al. 2011, Wood et al. 2011, O’Brien et al. 2014). With the exception of Ogilvie & Goodman (2012), Woodcock et al. (2014) and Goodman & Cheshire (in press), researchers did not have access to a customer database and bikeshare journeys could not be linked back to individual customers. Individual cyclists’ journey histories could therefore not be identified, limiting the extent to which these bikeshare data could be used to engage with the more complex questions around motivations and barriers to cycling that have been studied using more traditional, actively-collected datasets.

Working with policy makers at Transport for London [TfL] these more detailed data on usage of the London Cycle Hire Scheme (LCHS) have been made available for specific use in this research. Customer records reporting a unique customer identifier, gender and full postcode customers registered with, have been made available. So too has a complete set of user journeys. Here, an OD pair with associated timestamps is recorded for every journey that is made. The customers and journeys datasets can be related directly with a customer identifier variable, which means that individual cyclists’ behaviours can be identified for the entire registered customer population. This amounts to 13.9 million

\[\text{http://www.tfl.gov.uk/}\]
journeys made by almost 150,000 registered customers between 30th July 2010 and 27th April 2013: a record of observed, individual cycling behaviour of unprecedented size.

1.2 Analysis objectives

An overriding aim is to investigate how the LCHS data can be used to contribute to, and extend, existing research into cycling behaviour:

- **Global objective**: To develop a set of research findings and emerging research questions that contribute to, and extend, existing research into cycling behaviour in Transport Studies.

As a timed origin-destination dataset, many possibilities exist for using the LCHS data to research various aspects of behaviour on a large scale. A substantial aspect of this research is a data analysis of the LCHS datasets to characterise in detail how cyclists use the scheme. Through extensive spatiotemporal querying, different types of cycling behaviours are identified and subsequently labelled and, studying the context under which these journeys are made, inferences about possible journey purpose and the motivations behind observed behaviours are suggested. Three research objectives guide this data analysis:

- **Objective 1**: To identify distinct customer cycling behaviours through exploring space-time patterns of travel.
- **Objective 2**: To develop classification techniques for labelling behaviours identified through exploratory analysis.
- **Objective 3**: To suggest and investigate possible explanations for observed behaviours.

1.3 Analysis approach

In contrast to much of the literature on urban cycling behaviour (see section 1.1), the LCHS dataset is used for a purpose that may be different from that for which it was
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Initially intended. The LCHS usage datasets are not maintained solely for the purpose of social research – for understanding individual-level cycling behaviour. Rather than first specifying research questions and carefully structuring empirical data collection so that these stated questions can be answered directly, initial insights and ideas about behaviour must be derived from exploring already existing travel records. For example, this research aims to *infer* important aspects of cycle behaviour, such as journey purpose, by attending to individuals’ historical scheme usage and the space-time context under which journeys are made. By contrast, in traditional, actively collected travel surveys, such information as journey purpose, and deeper motivations for cycling, might be stated explicitly. Also, unlike most survey-based research, this project considers a large, but very particular population of cyclists with a relatively limited set of background information on those individuals. When attempting to explain observed behaviours, it is therefore important to consider which demographic and other variables are directly measured, which might be accessed through leveraging external datasets and whether further contextual information might be *derived* through studying individual-level scheme usage.

Throughout, visual analysis techniques are shown to be highly effective in this more speculative research context. By visually exploring the LCHS data at various spatial and temporal resolutions and by pre-computed behavioural variables, numerous usage patterns are quickly explored and delineated. On the back of this exploratory analysis, more specific research questions and hypotheses are explored visually and tested quantitatively. Chapter 2 elaborates on the visual analysis approach, Chapters 3 and 4 discuss how visual analysis techniques are used for exploratory data analysis and Chapter 5 demonstrates how tailored interactive visual interfaces are used to support analytical decision-making.

### 1.4 Research contributions

This is one of the first extensive studies of its kind: one of the first to use data from a bikeshare scheme to study *individual* spatiotemporal cycle behaviours in detail. In Chapter 4, large-scale empirical evidence is provided to support well-rehearsed arguments around gender and urban cycle behaviour, along with two new insights on this theme. Chapter 5 discusses new techniques created for labelling commuting travel behaviours in the LCHS dataset and which might be applied to other large, passively collected OD datasets. Chapter 6 contributes empirical evidence to a research theme that has yet
to be studied within the existing literature, but was briefly proposed by O’Brien et al. (2014) in their data analysis of bikeshare schemes across cities: that of ‘group cycling’. Finally, Chapter 7 demonstrates how early exploratory findings associated with spatial travel behaviours might be studied in more detail and discusses the limits to making explanatory claims about observed LCHS cycle behaviours. The description of analysis techniques and research findings are therefore this study’s main contribution:

- **Primary contribution**: A uniquely large-scale, detailed and spatiotemporal analysis of observed urban cycle behaviours that contributes a novel set of research findings.

A secondary contribution relates to the visual analysis approach. By visually representing the LCHS datasets, spatiotemporal structures of behaviour are explored and identified. In Chapter 5, visual analytics software is also used in more involved analysis activities: in selecting appropriate spatial analysis techniques for labelling commuting behaviours and making informed decisions about the thresholds and parameters used in those techniques. This analysis might have been completed using non-visual means. The benefit of instead developing tailored visualization software is demonstrated in two ways. Firstly, in enabling a data-driven analysis process. Spatiotemporal structures of behaviour are quickly identified, new themes of analysis are queried ‘on the fly’ and empirically-informed analysis decisions are made using the visual analysis applications that appear in Chapters 3 and 5. The second has implications for others working particularly in data-driven social research: the visual analysis software supports a process of collective data analysis with a group of colleagues at TfL who have substantial subject knowledge, but relatively limited analytical experience.

- **Secondary contribution**: An argument for, and demonstration of, the use of interactive visual analysis techniques in an applied, data-driven research setting.

### 1.5 Research questions

These contributions relate both to research findings and techniques and this study might be located within the so-called ‘computational social sciences’ (Lazer et al. 2009, King 2011). A large, behavioural dataset is processed and used to analyse an existing research problem within an established social science domain. A criticism levelled at data-driven
social science studies is that too often they privilege the application and development of computing techniques over genuine research questions. As a result, they risk only affirming existing social theories rather than generating new insights into those theories (Giles 2012, Miller 2010, Watts 2013). This research perhaps overcomes these problems by locating data analysis themes within relevant literature, closely involving domain specialists (TfL) in the analysis and contributing new insights to current research questions in Transport Studies. That research findings have already been published in high profile academic journals in Transport Studies – *Transportation Research Part C, Transportation Planning and Technology* – as well as Geography – *Computers, Environment and Urban Systems* – and Information Visualization – *Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics* – is further evidence of the substantive contribution of this data analysis study. A high-level question implicit throughout this research is:

- **Overall research question:** How, and to what extent, can the LCHS dataset be used to contribute to current research on cycling behaviour in Transport Studies?

Three more specific research questions (RQs) are used to structure and organise analysis activities and that relate to the objectives listed in Section 8.1:

- **RQ1:** How are individual LCHS customers’ usage behaviours differentiated?
- **RQ2:** How might usage behaviours be labelled?
- **RQ3:** To what extent can identified behaviours be explained?

### 1.6 Thesis outline

After elaborating on visual approaches to analysis and a detailed description of datasets and exploratory data analysis techniques, this document is organised around a data analysis of the LCHS data. Each analysis chapter is thematically distinct, with a discrete set of research questions. However, as the enquiry progresses, research findings, and data-driven hypotheses for explaining observed behaviours, become more detailed: chapters move from a speculative, exploratory analysis of research themes, to a more detailed study of formally labelled behaviours.
In **Chapter 2**, some of the challenges, already discussed in **Section 1.3**, associated with using the LCHS dataset to study cycling behaviour are repeated, along with a critical discussion of visual analysis techniques and a justification for their use in this research.

**Chapter 3** describes the LCHS dataset in detail: how data are recorded and also external information used to supplement the customer database. A number of behavioural variables for summarising individual cyclists’ scheme usage are created and the main visual analysis application for exploring the LCHS dataset is introduced. Decisions around these behavioural variables, and design decisions for the visual analysis application, are justified with recourse to literature within Transport Studies and Information Visualization.

**Chapter 4** is the first substantive findings section. The current literature on gender and urban cycle behaviour is large and the chapter focusses on differences in men’s and women’s cycle behaviours using the software described in **Chapter 3**. Substantial differences between men’s and women’s usage are found that might relate to differences in the types of men and women subscribing to the scheme, but also possibly to more fundamental differences in men’s and women’s approaches to cycling. The chapter concludes by reflecting on the level and detail of findings that were achieved through simply exploring the LCHS dataset.

**Chapter 5**. In **Chapter 4** claims about apparent commuting behaviour are made by visually scanning spatiotemporal travel behaviours. As the analytical enquiry progresses, observed behaviours are studied more formally. In **Chapter 5** a technique for automatically labelling commuting journeys is developed and commuting behaviours are investigated in some detail. The approach to labelling commuting journeys may be applied to other origin-destination transport datasets, but the chapter concludes by focussing on the implications of the workplace classification on this study and on earlier attempts at explaining bikeshare cycling behaviours.

The LCHS dataset provides a total, population-level record of customers’ scheme usage. **Chapter 6** demonstrates how this fact allows a new, previously under-researched aspect of cycling behaviour to be studied: that of ‘group cycling’. Group cycling is defined as journeys made between at least a pair of bikeshare cyclists together in space and time. Once labelled, group-cycling journeys are explored using the software introduced in **Chapter 3**. A new application is also created here that allows individual group-cycling networks to be explored over space and time. The chapter concludes by reflecting on the
findings and their implications for wider research in Transport Studies.

**Chapter 7** Many findings from this analysis relate to interesting and distinct *spatial* cycle behaviours. A limitation here is that with only the origins and destinations of cycle journeys, nothing is known about the nature of likely routes that might be encountered by cyclists. In Chapter 7, an attempt is made to address this issue by collecting information on estimated routes for every cycled OD pair in the dataset. From this information, heuristics on the nature of routed journeys are collected. A problem with this approach is that there is no means of knowing how closely estimated routes relate to customers’ actually cycled routes. The chapter therefore focusses on an aspect about which there is greater certainty: the bridge that is suggested by the routing algorithm for journeys that involve a river crossing. More detailed explanations for observed spatial travel behaviours are offered as a result of this analysis, along with a discussion around the extent to which these explanations might be formally described and quantified.

**Chapter 8** The Conclusion chapter returns to the three objectives introduced in Section 1.2. The study’s domain-specific contributions are outlined, along with an argument for the analysis approach. Some time is spent reflecting on the implications for academic research in Transport Studies, applied Information Visualization and the data-driven social sciences, but also for those working in public policy who wish to promote urban cycling and those in operations responsible for the running of bikeshare schemes. By critically engaging with the limits of this research as well as its contributions, an immediate research agenda is also specified. The chapter concludes by stating the *thesis* argued from this data analysis study.

### 1.7 Use of literature

This study’s primary contribution (Section 1.4) is its empirical findings. The aim is to develop a set of research findings that support, relate to and further existing research within a sub-discipline of Transport Studies that seeks to understand how and why individuals cycle in cities. That the study’s findings are sufficiently located within the literature of this domain is therefore an important requirement. An attempt is made to cite relevant domain literature throughout this document and particularly in the analysis chapters. In Chapter 4, for example, relevant studies are used to help identify substantive sub-themes for analysis and validate early research findings. This early validation is
particularly important since, as an entirely new and distinct set of cycle facilities, there is no knowledge of how typical LCHS cycling might be of ‘normal’, non-bikeshare cycling. Each of the thematic chapters therefore begins with a review of relevant literature from the Transport Studies domain.

A semi-systematic search strategy was used to identify the domain literature that appears in these chapters. Here, an initial list of keywords was created and these search terms entered into three bibliographic databases: Google Scholar, ScienceDirect and Mendeley. As well as an emerging set of keywords, the most frequently returned authors and journals were identified. Decisions were made based on a paper’s relevance, quality (its currency, citation count and journal citation indices) and also from browsing the reference lists of papers retrieved from these searches (Rugg & Petre 2007). The same technique was used to identify the early papers that sought to use bikeshare cycling behaviour for analysis and which were discussed in Section 1.1. A more detailed exposition of these early studies and a further argument for how the analysis discussed in this document relates to those studies appears in Beecham (in preparation).

1.8 Moving forward

As the outline above suggests, the substantive contribution of this research is a data analysis of LCHS cycling behaviours. As the analysis chapters progress, an increasingly detailed profile of behaviour is provided and throughout, the link between the analysis covered in this research and current literature on cycling in Transport Studies is made explicit. An important aspect of this work, which makes it distinct from much of the existing literature on urban cycling behaviour discussed in Section 1.1 is that an under-explored dataset, measuring use of an entirely new set of cycle facilities, is analysed. In the following two chapters, the challenges associated with using the LCHS dataset to research cycling behaviour are addressed: Chapter 2 considers how visual techniques might offer support in this more uncertain data analysis context and in Chapter 3, some time is spent describing the LCHS dataset and early exploratory analysis design.
Chapter 2

Visual approach to data analysis

Abstract
Unlike many other studies of cycling behaviour, this research relies on a dataset that was not collected solely for the purpose of doing social research. There is some uncertainty as to the nature and detail of research themes that might be addressed, but also as to the specific information, either already existing, external or derived, that might be used to answer research questions. Visual approaches to analysis are particularly suited to this more speculative analysis context. Designing interactive visual interfaces, patterns of cycling behaviour are quickly discovered and themes within the LCHS dataset explored. New hypotheses about behaviour are suggested as a result of this exploratory analysis, along with a more concrete set of research questions and analysis tasks. The use of visual data analysis methods therefore helps in moving to a point where more specific research questions are addressed and this is reflected in some of the later chapters. Within information visualization, this approach might be regarded as a design study: visual analysis software is designed to tackle an applied research problem. A pitfall particular to design studies, and to ‘computational social science’ research, is that, preoccupied with novelty in visual design, they fail to address problems within a target domain. This issue is perhaps sidestepped in this research by consciously designing and publishing analysis outputs within Transport Studies and closely involving colleagues at TfL, themselves specialists in transport policy, in the analysis.
2.1 Dataset and task uncertainty

This study aims to contribute new insights into research investigating how and why individuals cycle within cities. This literature was briefly introduced in Chapter 1 and more detailed reference is made to specific studies in the themed analysis sections. In most of this previous research, empirical datasets were collected for the purpose of studying specific aspects of cycling behaviour. For example, a researcher might be interested in the association between gender and claimed motivations and barriers to cycling (Heesch et al. 2012). S/he therefore designs a questionnaire and obtains a sample of research participants of appropriate structure and size such that these associations can be analysed within a statistical framework. Any limitations around the scope of analysis and strength of research findings are known in advance; so too, perhaps, are the specific analysis techniques likely to be used in deriving insights from the survey data.

The context under which this data-driven study is completed is necessarily different. The LCHS usage datasets were not necessarily generated for the purpose of doing social research. The customer database has a relatively sparse set of personal attribute information (see Chapter 3) and whilst the record of bikeshare journeys is spatially and temporally precise, important information such as journey purpose is not given. Further demographic information could be added by using external datasets and, through more detailed behavioural analysis, information on journey motivation might be derived. However, in studying LCHS cycling behaviour, this research focusses on a very particular population of cyclists with access to a very particular form of cycling. Individual customers’ spatiotemporal usage behaviours have yet to be studied in detail within the existing bikeshare research (see Chapter 1). There is some uncertainty around whether a discernible structure might exist within the LCHS and whether the scheme is used sufficiently frequently by individuals for regular patterns of activity, or genuine travel behaviours, to be explored.

2.2 Design study method

Sedlmair et al. (2012) argue that visual approaches to data analysis are particularly suited to such research contexts: where the specific tasks necessary to achieve the stated research objectives are not obvious and the level of information required to engage with research questions not absolute. These applied, problem-driven research projects, Sedlmair et al.
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(2012) term them design studies, are generally exploratory in nature. They start with very specific and real-world problems, but with ambiguity around the research tasks and data models required to engage with these problems, their goal is to progress towards a point where the research tasks and the information used are more obvious and the analysis techniques increasingly automated. This is perhaps best captured in Figure 2.1 taken directly from Sedlmair et al.’s (2012) paper. Two conceptual axes are presented: task clarity and information location. Task clarity depicts how specific, stable and large the tasks necessary to answer a research problem are. Whilst task clarity can be both very precise or more nebulous, Sedlmair et al. (2012) suggest that domain problems are often not clearly defined. Information location characterises the extent to which data and contextual information required to carry out a set of analysis tasks are available to a researcher. In design studies, information location is never perfect. If it were, and if the tasks were well defined, visual analysis methods would not be needed. Instead, an existing set of algorithms might be automatically applied.

In this project, the three research questions are quite broad. Although the raw data might appear concrete (a set of customer and journey records), they alone are not particularly attribute rich and the extent to which modelled and external contextual data might also be used to answer these research questions is more ambiguous. As usage data are explored visually and patterns are discovered within the data, new hypotheses about behaviour are proposed, along with a more specific set of research questions and information tasks.

Figure 2.1: Research task and information space as appears in Sedlmair et al. (2012, p. 2433).
This movement from the more ambiguous research and information task to the more specific – a necessary contribution of a design study (Sedlmair et al. 2012) – is reflected through the analysis chapters.

The ambitions and research contributions of this research nevertheless do diverge in an important way from Sedlmair et al.’s (2012) conception of a design study:

A design study is a project in which visualization researchers analyse a specific real-world problem faced by domain experts, design a visualization system that supports this problem, validate the design, and reflect about lessons learned in order to refine visualization design guidelines.

(Sedlmair et al. 2012, p.2432; emphasis added)

Under this definition, ‘visualization guidelines’ perhaps become the object of analysis. By contrast, in this data-driven research it is the domain-specific insights and exposition of the LCHS dataset as a means to studying cycle behaviour, that is the main contribution. This privileging of application domain over computational novelty is justified with recourse to current critiques of the ‘computational social sciences’: that too often such data-driven studies are overly concerned with computational novelty and scalability across datasets and domains and, as a result, tend to lack analytical substance (Giles 2012, Watts 2013). This research does argue, with evidence, that a visual analysis approach is highly effective where new datasets are used for new purposes. It also demonstrates how visual techniques facilitate exploratory data analysis (Chapters 4 and 6) and support appropriate algorithm selection and development (Chapter 5). The main motivation, however, is not to abstract, refine and therefore contribute a unique set of visual design guidelines. Rather, existing guidelines are applied to a new application area and a case is made for their use in this and other application areas.

2.3 Problematising design studies

A number of factors apparently threaten the success of a design study. Many of these arguably apply to all research projects. Starting analysis before defining the research problem, before consulting with domain experts, before learning enough about a domain area and before sufficient data have been provided, are all early problems. So too is a design study that is not informed by literature. Implementing visual analysis techniques
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without recourse to visual perception theory and design principles is a problem particular to visualization research (Munzner 2008). Since in many cases a design study may be concerned with exploratory data analysis (Tukey 1977), the process of building analysis tools should be rapid. If tool building occupies a significant amount of researcher time, this serves as a brake on analysis, again a pitfall common in visualization research (Sedlmair et al. 2012). Also on the application of visual analysis techniques, Sedlmair et al. (2012) caution against studies that prioritise visualization novelty over domain-specific insights. Finally, Sedlmair et al. (2012) acknowledge that, when conducting a design study project there is rarely a distinct analysis or ‘findings’ phase. As is often the case in social science research, data insights are usually considered and eventually articulated at the writing phase (Sedlmair et al. 2012).

2.4 Visual analysis in this research

Sedlmair et al.’s (2012) warnings against design studies that are insufficiently grounded within a target domain and overly preoccupied with novel visualization technique, again seem particularly prescient given those same critiques have been levelled at the ‘computational social sciences’ (Miller 2010, Giles 2012, Watts 2013). In this research, a significant amount of time was spent early on with policy makers and database owners at TfL. The time was used to establish precisely what information could be made available, as well as any possible data protection issues associated with sharing information. A ‘research problem’ was identified through engaging with the Transport Studies discipline: attending and contributing at conferences, assimilating existing literature on cycling behaviour and also through discussions with policy specialists at TfL. Each analysis chapter starts with a précis of this relevant literature and how the analysis undertaken might contribute to that literature. To ensure that research themes and findings are policy-relevant, meetings with relevant contacts at TfL were also held in order to identify and characterise research needs. In terms of design, visual analysis techniques were implemented only after considering current research in information visualization and visual analytics (Chapter 3); and the programming environment used to develop visual analysis applications (Processing) has a set of libraries attached to it specifically designed for rapid prototyping. Finally, by discussing research findings with a wider group of policy makers at TfL, regularly presenting analysis techniques to academic and industry audiences and publishing discrete sets of analysis in relevant academic journals, research findings and their implications were routinely considered rather than simply deferring this sense-making activity to the
2.5 Moving forward

In this chapter, a visual approach to data analysis was briefly outlined. It was argued that visual approaches are particularly suited to this study – both to the dataset being used and to the research ambitions set out in Chapter 1. The application of techniques and approach to analysis in this context is a secondary contribution of this study. Despite the importance of approach, the work described here primarily aims to contribute to the Transport Studies domain. The link between analysis activities and domain-specific contributions is made clear in the analysis chapters. Each starts with a discussion of the research context and literature under which analysis activities are defined and to which contributions are made. Rather than including a high-level literature review chapter, then, relevant studies are incorporated throughout. The findings in Chapter 4, for example, support much of the existing literature on gender and urban cycle behaviour; in Chapter 6 new findings are offered on the subject of group cycling; and in Chapter 5 a novel analysis technique, given other recent analyses of large-scale OD transport datasets, is described. Rather than repeating lengthy descriptions of datasets and techniques in each of these analysis chapters, some time is spent in the following chapter discussing the datasets and derived variables used throughout the analysis, the main visual analysis application and some important underlying design principles.
Chapter 3

Analysis design

Abstract
The data analysis in this study is underpinned by two usage datasets from the London Cycle Hire Scheme (LCHS): a customer database and a full set of journey records from the scheme’s inception through to 27th April 2013. Individual cyclists’ usage can be interrogated with a unique identifier variable that appears in both these datasets. Around 146,000 bikeshare customers are linked to almost 14 million journeys. The customer database is augmented by incorporating geodemographic classifiers and precomputing behavioural variables for summarising how heavily individuals use the scheme, but also the types of user that they are. Initially, simple cross-tabulations were constructed to identify which geodemographic variables are associated with membership of which behavioural groupings. However, nothing was known about the nature of journeys being made by these different groupings: where in the city journeys are made and when they are made. An exploratory visual analysis application was therefore built for performing these sorts of queries ‘on the fly’. The visual encodings and comparisons implemented in this application – the use of colour, layout and symbolisation – are informed by current research in flow visualization and established information design principles.
3.1 Datasets

3.1.1 London Cycle Hire Scheme and usage data

The London Cycle Hire Scheme (LCHS) was launched in central London in late July 2010, initially with 5,000 bikes and 315 self-service docking stations. The scheme expanded into east London in March 2012, with the number of bikes increasing to 8,000 and docking stations to 570. In December 2013, there was a further phase of expansion, with a substantial number of new docking stations built in west and south west London. As with most so-called ‘third-generation’ schemes (Fishman et al. 2013), the LCHS is designed for making short, high frequency and one-way cycle journeys. The first 30 minutes of travel are free; facilities for locking bikes separately from bikeshare docking stations are not provided; and the network of docking stations is dense, with neighbouring docking stations located no more than 300m apart from one another. It is possible to use the scheme either as a formal ‘member’, or to pay on the day of travel as a ‘casual’ payment user. Members sign up to the scheme in advance and are issued with keys for quick access to bikes. Casual users insert a payment card at unmanned kiosks located at bikeshare docking stations in order to release a bike.

A complete set of usage data from the scheme’s inception through to midnight on 27th April 2013 was provided by TfL. This amounts to 19,822,198 journeys: 5,926,835 made by casual users and 13,895,363 made by members. A condition of the data sharing agreement, established with TfL when planning this research, was that data are stored locally and on an encrypted disk partition. Data are therefore processed and queried using the serverless database engine [SQLite]. Schemas for the three database tables that constitute the LCHS usage data appear on the following page (Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3).

The ‘Journeys’ table is the largest and stores information on individual journey events: the docking station a bike is undocked from (its origin) and subsequently docked at (its destination), associated timestamps for these events and an identifier representing the individual customer making that journey. The ‘Members’ table contains information on all individuals who signed up to the scheme as formal members. Here, members’ gender (derived from full name and title), ‘home’ postcode (linked to OSGB Eastings

\footnote{http://www.sqlite.org}
and Northings using Code-Point® and date of registration are recorded. Database
managers at TfL themselves coded the gender variable, as information on the full name
and title of members cannot be shared. In some instances, 0.6% of the dataset, it was not
possible to make these assumptions: for example, an individual with a gender-neutral
title (Dr.) and first name (Hilary). Finally, information on the name and geographic
location, again recorded as OSGB Eastings and Northings, of docking stations is stored
in a ‘Stations’ table. The analysis discussed here is fundamentally based on queries to,
and manipulation of, these three tables – of customers, their journeys and of bikeshare
docking stations.

Notice that individual cyclists’ scheme usage can be identified by linking the Members
and Journeys tables on the memberID variable and that only those registered as formal
members are stored in the Members table. Whilst in the Journeys table, an entry under
memberID will always appear, it is clearly not possible to derive the gender and home
postcodes of casual payment users as these individuals do not appear in the Members
database. An early decision was therefore to only study the usage behaviours of formally
registered members of the scheme. This decision perhaps has the greatest implications
for the group cycling analysis described in Chapter 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>memberID</th>
<th>oTime</th>
<th>dTime</th>
<th>oStation</th>
<th>dStation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>2010-07-30T09:55</td>
<td>2010-07-30T10:01</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>2010-07-30T09:56</td>
<td>2013-07-30T10:12</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Journeys table schema.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>userID</th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>postcode</th>
<th>registrationDate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>ECV</td>
<td>2010-09-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SE22</td>
<td>2010-09-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>2010-09-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Members table schema.

### Table 3.3: Stations table schema.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stationID</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>easting</th>
<th>northing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>River Street, Clerkenwell</td>
<td>531202</td>
<td>182838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phillimore Gardens, Kensington</td>
<td>525207</td>
<td>179398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Christopher Street, Liverpool Street</td>
<td>532984</td>
<td>182007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>St. Chad’s Street, King’s Cross</td>
<td>530436</td>
<td>182918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.1.2 Data cleaning

![Figure 3.1](image)

**Figure 3.1:** Frequency distribution of journeys ordered by observed travel time in minutes. All journeys from the scheme’s inception through to 27th April 2013 are presented.

The information in the Journeys table is relatively unproblematic and requires little ‘data cleaning’. Studying a frequency distribution of travel times for all cycled journeys, very few, just 10% of these, extend over the 30 minute threshold of free travel and fewer still (4%) are longer than an hour. However, a small number of journeys take under one minute to complete. Since LCHS docking stations are located very close to one another, it is conceivable that users may release a bike from a docking station and cycle, perhaps downhill, to a nearby docking station within 60 seconds. The motivation here might be to shorten the travel time for a journey that otherwise would be taken by foot. It is also likely, though, that many of these short trips finish at the same docking stations they started at and may represent failed hires: a cyclist releases a bike from a docking station or decides against making a bikeshare journey for whatever reason. Whilst such events
may be interesting for service-level analysis, this research is concerned with studying genuine cycle journeys. All instances of ‘failed’ hires – hires where a bike is released from a docking station and subsequently docked at that station within a one minute window – were removed. This amounts in total to 31,822 journeys, 0.2% of the total number of journeys in the database. As the maximum travel time and difference between mean and median travel times suggests (see Figure 3.1), there are also a small number of unreasonably long hire durations in the journeys database. Since these are very rare, they are unlikely to impact on research findings. However, to ensure that only genuine bikeshare hires are analysed, journeys that exceed the maximum hire duration permitted through the scheme before a £150 penalty is levied (24 hours) were also cleaned out. In total this applies to 9,245 journeys made since the scheme’s inception through to 27th April 2013.

3.1.3 Geodemographics

![Figure 3.2: Percentage of members in each IMD decile (above) and OAC group (below) compared to that of London. There are greater relative numbers in the least deprived IMD deciles and the Rural Residents, Cosmopolitan and Suburbanites OAC groups than might be expected given the population profile of the London Region (based on 2011 Census). Members making journeys between 14th September 2011 - 2012 are presented.](image-url)
This work aims to identify, describe, suggest likely motivations for and, if possible, explain the cycling behaviours of bikeshare customers. Existing research suggests that attitudes towards cycling often have a distinct gendered (Gatersleben & Appleton 2007, Garrard et al. 2008) and social-demographic (Anable et al. 2010, Buehler & Pucher 2012, Goodman 2013) expression. The only demographic information directly available on members is their gender. Also available, though, is the postcode that members registered with. This is the address to which keys for accessing bikes are mailed once registering and it must match the full name provided on members’ payment cards. Most likely this is a home address, though clearly in some instances customers may have registered with a work payment card and address, or their card may be linked to an address at which they no longer live permanently. Assuming that it does represent a customers’ current home, the postcode variable was linked to two freely available geodemographic datasets: the preliminary Census 2011 Output Area Classification (OAC) and the 2010 Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) (Department for Communities and Local Government 2011). Unit postcodes were matched to Output Areas using the Office for National Statistics Postcode Directory. For every member with a valid postcode, fields recording an OAC group and IMD score, and therefore some indication of the types of communities in which customers apparently live, were added to the customer database. In Figure 3.2 the OAC and IMD profiles of members are compared to that of London’s population. It should be stated here that OAC and IMD are area-level measures and there is no guarantee that individual LCHS cyclists share the same characteristics as their immediate neighbours.

3.1.4 Distance from home to docking station

In their household survey of users and potential users of Montréal’s bikeshare scheme, Fuller et al. (2011) found much higher rates of usage for residents living within 250m of a docking station than those living further distances from the scheme. How far members need to travel from home to reach a LCHS bike might also affect how those individuals use the scheme and the types journeys they make. Since geographic coordinates are stored for members’ ‘home’ postcodes, it is possible to calculate straight-line distances from customers’ homes to their nearest docking station. Variables identifying this distance from home to nearest docking station, and recording the stationID this represents, were therefore added to the Members table for every customer with a correctly geocoded postcode (just 0.02% of customers’ postcodes could not be geocoded).
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3.2 Behavioural variables

3.2.1 Personalised travel times

The motivation behind accessing the customer database was to link individual customers with their journeys and describe and explore how customers variously use the scheme. One factor, which might discriminate different types of user or usage characteristic, is relative trip duration. For every customer with a valid set of journeys, personalised travel time $z$-scores were calculated, where the travel time for every customer journey ($u_{od}$) is compared to the average travel time for that OD pair made by the total population of bikeshare customers ($p_{od}$). Following statistical probability theory (Bartholomew et al. 2008), this score was only computed where the total frequency for that journey pair made by the member population was at least 30 ($f_{od} \geq 30$):

$$z\text{-score}(u_{od}) = \frac{u_{od} - \bar{p}_{od}(f_{od} \geq 30)}{\text{std}(p_{od}(f_{od} \geq 30))}$$

Users’ travel times were, then, only benchmarked against population travel times where there was reasonable confidence in the population mean and clearly only against corresponding journeys (OD combinations). A minimum journey time of 3 minutes and a maximum of 4 hours was also used when computing the scores. The average of each users’ set of $z$-scores was taken in order to give a single score for each member and since travel
time distributions are generally positively skewed, the scores were made to fit a normal
distribution by taking the square root of travel times when performing the $z$ – score
calculation. In Figure 3.4 members with faster travel times for the journeys they make
have negative $z$ – scores; those with slower travel times have positive $z$ – scores.

### 3.2.2 Recency-Frequency segmentation

![RF segmentation for members.](image)

*Figure 3.5:* RF segmentation for members. Whilst 11% of members can be found in the top RF segment (heavy and active scheme users), 9% are in the bottom RF segment (typically using it once or twice after subscribing to the scheme). RF segmentation for members making journeys between 14th September 2011 - 2012 are presented.

Recency-Frequency (RF) segmentation is a very simple technique used in direct mar-
ketin to classify and group together similar customer purchase behaviours (Kohavi &
Parekh 2004, Novo 2004). It is based on empirical research that finds Recency - how
recently a customer bought or used a product - to be a strong predictor of how likely
that individual is to buy a product again soon (Kohavi & Parekh 2004). Frequency -
how often a customer buys or uses a product - is also a predictor of future purchase, but
combining both scores together helps further discriminate purchase behaviours. Whilst
more sophisticated techniques exist, RF segmentation provides a simple technique that
can be applied to most action-oriented customer datasets (Novo 2004).

The Recency measure was calculated by identifying customers’ most recent journey, or-
dering customers according to this most recent journey and assigning discrete scores
within five equal frequency bins, from most (score 5) to least (score 1) recent. For Fre-
quency, the first and last journey appearing in customers’ records were identified and the
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The total number of journeys that a customer made was divided by the total time (in days) that elapsed between these dates. After exploring these derived Frequency scores against the actual number of journeys made by each member, members completing several journeys within a single 24-hour period appeared to have an unduly high Frequency score. A minimum duration of 90 days was therefore imposed when calculating the Frequency measure. Combining the two scores gives 25 customer segments and in Figure 3.5 these are represented as a set of column charts.

It is common in RF analysis to have significant numbers at both extremes of Recency and Frequency scores (as in Figure 3.5) and as a relatively crude segmentation technique, each classification group is not entirely homogenous. As Recency scores increase, the gap between the middle point of each recency score decreases and as Frequency scores increase, there is some variation in absolute frequency values (see Figure 3.6). Members making extremely large numbers of journeys become a problem when querying smaller subsets of the population; users that make very large numbers of the same journey (same OD pair) can dominate and there is a risk of generalising the spatial travel behaviours of the wider bikeshare population based on the travel patterns of these extreme users. This was an observation made whilst exploring usage behaviours in the visual analysis software described in the following section (Section 3.3). Studying a further distribution of journeys made by the top 1,000 most prolific members, the 98 LCHS customers that made more than 730 journeys over a 12-month study period were excluded from the analysis described in this study. The behavioural variables discussed above were also recalculated excluding these ‘outlier’ members.
3.2. BEHAVIOURAL VARIABLES

Figure 3.6: Frequency distribution of members ordered according to the absolute number of journeys they have made. Members making journeys between 14th September 2011 - 2012 are presented.

3.2.3 Temporal clustering

Whilst RF segmentation provides a useful means of quickly identifying regular and/or active members from those that are less active, or no longer active members, it does not provide a summary of the types of journeys that members typically make. As might be expected for a shared transport system, early analysis of LCHS usage data found very distinct spatial usage behaviours associated with specific times of day and days of the week (Wood et al. 2011, Lathia et al. 2012). A technique was therefore also developed for automatically identifying and summarising groups of members who typically use the LCHS at particular times of day. Such an approach was taken by Lathia et al. (2013) when analysing a sample of OD smartcard data from the London underground network. Here, each traveller was represented as a vector of values summarising when they travel and agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) used to identify groups of customers sharing similar temporal usage profiles.

Following Lathia et al. (2013), five input variables were created for the temporal clustering: morning peaks (weekdays between 6am-9am), evening peaks (weekdays between 4pm-6.30pm), interpeaks (weekdays between 10am-3pm), evenings (weekdays or week-
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ends between 9pm-11pm) and weekends (between 8am-9pm). A random sample of 2,000 members was drawn and a Euclidean distance matrix constructed where, for a given pair of members \( i \) and \( j \), the distances between each variable \( k \) – between the values a customer has in each time bin – was computed:

\[
\delta_{i,j} = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} (x_{ik} - x_{jk})^2}.
\]

Once the distance matrix was constructed, the Ward’s method (Bartholomew et al. 2008) was used for identifying and merging together similar members. It should be noted that there are other methods for performing this agglomeration of objects. In the nearest neighbour or single linkage method, the closest pair of objects in the \( n^2 \) distance matrix is found and merged to form a new cluster. A new distance matrix is then calculated before the next two closest objects are identified and merged. In the furthest neighbour or complete linkage method, the approach is very similar, but the difference between two agglomerated groups is defined as the distance between the most distant neighbour in each of these groups (Bartholomew et al. 2008). The Ward’s method considers all pairs of objects and establishes how much information would be ‘lost’ – defined as the sum of squares about the mean of a cluster centre – if the pair were to be merged. The pair that is merged always involves the least loss of information (Bartholomew et al. 2008).

HCA was trialled using each of these agglomeration methods. Visually inspecting the output dendrogram from this analysis, as well as Average Silhouette Width (ASW) values (Rousseeuw 1987), calculated at different cuts of the dendrogram, a 5-cluster solution using Ward’s agglomeration resulted in the most stable and coherent clustering (ASW: 0.40).

Since HCA involves constructing a distance matrix where \( n^2 \) objects are compared exhaustively for the highest similarity, it is computationally expensive and cannot be extended beyond the 2,000 sample of members. \( K - \text{means} \) clustering was therefore used to run this analysis on the full member population. Unlike HCA, \( k - \text{means} \) requires an appropriate number of output clusters (\( k \)) to be first specified. Based on the initial HCA, a 5-cluster solution was specified when executing the \( k - \text{means} \) analysis. In order to improve the stability of the solution, the algorithm was run with 100-random starts and the optimum solution was selected based on the maximum intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster difference between objects.
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The five output clusters are presented in Figure 3.7. As with the RF segmentation, there will be some internal variation within cluster groupings. However, the cluster memberships provide a useful, data-driven means of summarising customers according to the ‘types’ of user that they are. An important observation, for instance, is that a substantial portion of LCHS customers (27%) are so-called ‘anytime users’: relatively heavy scheme users who make a diverse set of journeys and apparently use the scheme for both leisure and commuter purposes. In their comparative analysis of China’s major bikeshare schemes, Yang et al. (2011) studied the nature of scheme usage by asking cyclists to recall the purpose of their most recent journey. This ‘journey purpose’ variable was then used to make wider claims around how bikeshare facilities fit within individuals’ travel options and as a contextual variable for further analysis. With full and accurate historical data on individuals’ scheme usage, a more sophisticated profile of individual-level usage is generated using the clustering procedure described above. For example, the important ‘anytime users’ group would be entirely missed using Yang et al.’s (2011) method and the corollary – applying the same technique proposed here but with Yang et al. (2011)’s survey data – would clearly be problematic; it would require respondents to accurately recall the specific day and time of every bikeshare journey they have made.
Figure 3.7: Box plots summarising the temporal profile of members in each cluster grouping. For each member, the number of journeys made in each time bin is expressed as a percentage of that member’s total journeys. Cluster groupings for members making journeys between 14th September 2011 - 2012 are presented.
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3.2.4 Analysis period

Note that the summaries of members appearing in the figures are based on a 12-month period of usage. The motivation for selecting a consistent 12-month period is discussed in Chapter 4 and the September 2011-2012 period was chosen purely because this represented the most recent set of membership data available when the majority of analysis work was conducted. Very recently, access has been given to usage data through to April 2013. An aspect of research, made possible by the fact that LCHS data are recorded continuously, is that of change over time. As the scheme expands and becomes more established, it is likely that new types of customer are introduced to the scheme, but also that the behaviours of existing customers might shift. Detailed analysis of these changes is beyond the scope of this research. However, in Appendix B, the customer-related segmentations and exploratory analysis discussed in this chapter are re-run to identify behaviours that remain consistent and those that appear to have changed.

3.3 Visual analysis

Figure 3.8: Visual analysis application combines a spatial (centre), temporal (bottom) and customer-related (left margin) view. Background mapping uses Ordnance Survey data Crown copyright and database right 2014.
An early analysis objective, after computing the behavioural classifications, was to explore the extent to which levels and types of usage, as defined by the RF segmentation and temporal cluster variables, vary by geodemographic and other derived variables. Querying these data, cross-tabulations using the Chi-statistic were computed, whereby observed frequencies within, for example, each RF segment for a subset of members were compared to modelled (expected) frequencies given the member population as a whole. This exploratory analysis enabled differences in the level of scheme usage to be related to customers’ gender, geodemographic classification, user type and how far customers apparently live from their nearest docking station. It was, however, increasingly necessary to explore, test and compare multiple combinations of these derived variables simultaneously. Also, nothing was known about the temporal or spatial structure of the journeys being analysed. The very early analysis approaches - querying the dataset within SQLite and making simple calculations within the statistical analysis environment R - frustrated these more detailed analysis requirements. A visual analysis application for performing these sorts of queries ‘on the fly’ was developed in Processing, a Java based programming environment often used for developing visual analysis software. This application combines three coordinated and linked views (Dykes 1997, Roberts 2005), enabling a spatial, temporal and customer related summary of members’ cycling behaviours (Figure 3.8). Some time is spent here discussing each of these views in turn: the use of visual encoding and symbolisation is critically discussed, along with details on the nature and level of interactions the application enables.

3.3.1 Spatial overview

To show the spatial structure of members’ journeys, lines between all possible journey (OD) pairs are drawn. This is done using Bezier curves and following Wood et al. (2011), direction is encoded by making these curves asymmetric – the straight end representing journey origin, the curved end journey destination (Figure 3.9). To overcome problems of visual clutter and salience bias common in flow visualizations, Wood et al. (2011) proposed a weighting factor that emphasises flow magnitudes. This same weighting factor ($w_{od}$) is used in the application developed in this research where, for each unique OD pair, the number of journeys made between that pair of docking stations ($f_{od}$) is scaled to the most frequently travelled OD pair in the dataset ($f_{max}$):

\[ w_{od} = \frac{f_{od}}{f_{max}} \]
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\[ w_{od} = \left( \frac{f_{od}}{f_{\text{max}}} \right)^{\text{exp.}} \]

The weighting factor determines the thickness, transparency and colour of each flow line so that there is a direct mapping between flow frequency and visual saliency. Varying the exponent \((\text{exp})\) alters the impact of the weighting factor and if decreased, allows less common flows to be given slightly greater prominence. Finally, to further ensure that less common flows do not occlude more common ones, OD pairs are ordered from least to most frequent and then drawn in this order. It is possible to alter the exponent used in this weighting factor and increase or decrease the saliency given to the less frequent flows. Also, by clicking and dragging, or rather brushing (Becker & Cleveland 1987), the flow map spatial selections can be performed (Figure 3.9): journeys made in particular parts of the city can be selected and a view of when (see 3.3.2) and by whom (see 3.3.3) those journeys are made appears.

Cartographers have for some time struggled with techniques for best representing flow data and alternative means for representing journeys certainly exist. Working with a month’s journey data from the LCHS, Wood et al. (2011) discussed these problems in detail. The principal challenge is in dealing with flows that are both large in scale and spatially complex. Directly mapping large numbers of journeys by drawing lines between OD pairs leads to a cluttered graphical display, with any structure almost unintelligible (Wood et al. 2011). Data aggregation or reduction may overcome these problems; so too might alternative visual representations or more subtle manipulation of visual variables (Bertin 2010) used to represent flows.

The techniques implemented above, reading Wood et al. (2011), involve manipulating the visual variables used to encode flows and overcome the main problem - of visual clutter. However, the problem of salience bias, where longer flows obscure shorter but possibly important flows, is only partially overcome by drawing flows from least to most frequent. Alternative depictions aimed at further reducing salience bias and enabling a more detailed analysis of journeys, specifically Wood, Slingsby & Dykes’s (2010) spatially ordered OD map, were considered. However, the visual metaphors used in the flow line symbolisation can perhaps be more quickly interpreted than the spatially ordered OD matrix and are therefore better suited to exploratory querying.
3.3.2 Temporal overview

The temporal view displays hourly daytime usage by day of week. It is possible to query journeys that are made at particular times of day, days of week and, using a temporal slider, analyse behaviours over varying temporal resolutions. The decision to aggregate journey volumes at hourly intervals was made whilst reviewing approaches others have taken when interrogating similar datasets (Blythe & Bryan 2007). Since the aim of the temporal view is an immediate structural overview, hourly aggregation intuitively makes sense. The graphic itself - a variant of the cycle plot (Robbins 2005) - enables analysis of hourly flows, but also rapid comparison of day-of-the week trends; the horizontal line
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running through the chart represents the average hourly flows for that day. By overlaying selected subsets of members (blue) with the total member population (grey), it is possible to quickly make comparisons and identify deviations from an expected temporal pattern of scheme usage. This technique is spatially efficient, requires little cognitive effort and is appropriate where comparisons between a limited number of metrics are made (Gleicher et al. 2011).

![Temporal view and possible interactions.](image)

3.3.3 Customer related view

The left margin of the graphic displays the customer related variables. Recency-Frequency scores are presented within a matrix (Kohavi & Parekh 2004, Wood, Radburn & Dykes 2010), the gender, geodemographic and cluster variables appear as horizontal bars and the ‘distance to docking station’ and travel time $z$-score variables are shown as histograms.

The matrix view is an efficient way of representing the 25 RF segments. As Figure 3.5 demonstrates, an association between Recency and Frequency is to be expected: members using the LCHS often are likely to have used it recently. Ordering the columns and rows by Recency and Frequency means that similar customer classifications are located near to one another (Friendly 2009). Since position within the matrix is already used to delineate RF category, the number of customers in each RF segment is encoded using
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colour lightness and where a subset of users and/or journeys is selected, variation from an expected number of members within each RF segment is shown by varying colour hue (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11: RF view and interactions. In the third view, observed numbers of customers in each RF segment are compared to an expected model based on the member population as a whole. Signed Pearson’s residuals from the Chi-statistic are mapped onto a Brewer diverging colour scheme (Harrower & Brewer 2003).

The choice of horizontal bars for the gender, geodemographic and cluster variables and vertical bars for the ‘distance to docking station’ and travel time $z$-score variables – variables that might be expected to follow a distribution – is logical and efficient. The visual encoding of comparisons is made consistent with the temporal view: selected subsets (blue) are compared to the total member population (blue) by overlaying one on top of the other (Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12: Histograms displaying members’ travel time $z$-scores. When a selection is performed (right) the relative number in each $z$-score bin for the selected subset appears in blue; the overall proportion in grey.

3.3.4 Interactions

It is possible to make any combination of spatial, temporal and customer-related selections simultaneously. Simply clicking or dragging on particular geodemographic or behavioural groups, time periods and spatial areas filters those members and their journeys. Additional summary statistics also appear when specific keys are pressed. Ma-
Manipulating data in this way means that additional buttons and drop-down menus, which might reduce the ‘data:ink ratio’ (Tufte 1986), are not needed. There are nevertheless limitations to the interactions. Smooth, animated transitions (Heer & Robertson 2007) between views would better enable changes in the colour, size and position of chart elements to be detected and when making comparisons, a dynamic benchmark would offer greater analytical potential than comparing only against the total member population. These improvements would require substantially more programming time and conscious of Sedlmair et al.’s (2012) prescriptions that visual analysis tool building should be just one aspect of a successful design study, time was instead focussed on the insights that could be derived from using this application for exploratory analysis.

3.4 Moving forward

In this chapter, the LCHS datasets were covered in some detail: how data were initially processed and structured, external information used to augment the customer dataset and new behavioural variables that were derived through mining the Journeys data. Decisions for selecting these derived variables were informed by research around broader cycling behaviour (Anable et al. 2010, Buehler & Pucher 2012), of bikeshare usage in other cities (Fuller et al. 2011), as well as approaches taken elsewhere with similarly structured OD data (Lathia et al. 2013). The main visual analysis application was also described and, following Sedlmair et al. (2012), design decisions justified with recourse to accepted design principles and visual perception theory. The derived variables provide important contextual data for exploratory analysis. Combined with the visual analysis software, they enable relatively detailed behaviours to be queried and described. The analysis that immediately follows is based entirely on queries made within the visual analysis application described in Section 3.3 and using these variables. The chapter demonstrates how the software and derived variables enable rich, data-driven hypotheses to be suggested and, through interaction with the software, behavioural and demographic controls to be very quickly explored. As with each of the analysis chapters, Chapter 4 starts with a discussion of relevant domain literature.
Chapter 4

Exploring gendered cycle behaviours

Abstract
In this chapter, men’s and women’s usage behaviour are explored using the main visual analysis software. Female customers’ usage characteristics are found to be demonstrably different from those of male customers. Usage at weekends and within London’s parks characterises women’s journeys, whereas for men, a commuting function is more clearly identified. Some of this variation is explained by geodemographic differences and by an atypical period of usage during the first 3 months after the scheme’s launch. Controlling for each of these variables, by performing various spatial, temporal and customer-related selections, brings some convergence between men and women. However, many differences are preserved. There is a sense that, even when making apparently utilitarian cycle trips, journeys within parts of the city that contain multi-lane roads are comparatively rare and instead female cyclists preferentially select areas associated with slower traffic streets, with cycle lanes slightly offset from major roads.

Perhaps the most interesting and substantial differences identified in this chapter relate to spatial and temporal aspects of men’s and women’s usage behaviours. Observations around this different spatiotemporal structure are compelling because the LCfHS dataset is very large and complete: it contains information on a full population of over 80,000 users cycling within a relatively compact urban area. Such analysis of detailed travel behaviours at the scale of the city would not be possible with the much smaller samples achieved in more traditional, actively collected
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This work has been published in: Beecham, R. & Wood, J. (2014) Exploring gendered cycling behaviours within a large-scale behavioural dataset. Transportation Planning and Technology, 37(1), pp.83-97.

4.1 Research context

The Introduction chapter alluded to the fact that research into the motivations and barriers surrounding cycling is burgeoning (Pucher & Buehler 2012). A substantial aspect of this research relates to gender and cycling behaviour. The reasons for this gendered focus are best enumerated by Garrard et al. (2012). In bicycle-friendly cities and countries, cycling is apparently seen as a highly inclusive activity open to most demographic groups, with rates of female cycling matching or even surpassing that of men (Garrard et al. 2012). In car-oriented cities with low levels of cycling, however, cycling is perhaps seen as the preserve of largely young or middle-aged men (Garrard et al. 2012). Garrard et al. (2012) add that this link between gender and urban cycling is so marked that some (Barker 2009) have suggested the relative balance of men and women cycling in a city might be a proxy for how cycle-friendly that city is.

There are various explanations for the observed gender gap in cycling uptake. Detailed qualitative studies have linked motivations around cycling amongst women and men to particular personal circumstances and life stages (Bonham & Wilson 2012). Larger survey-based research has suggested that differences between men’s and women’s uptake might relate to preference: men are more likely than women to agree that they enjoy cycling (Emond et al. 2009). A substantial barrier is that of perceived personal safety. A relatively large survey of 1,862 cyclists in Queensland, Australia found that women are more likely to cycle off-road than men, are less likely to commute by bicycle than men and that, although factors related to traffic conditions, motorist aggression and safety are concerns for both women and men, women report a far greater number of these as constraints (Heesch et al. 2012). Similar findings were identified by Tilahun et al. (2007) in a study of participants' stated preferences around route choice. Observational studies have also shown these preferences to be expressed in women’s ‘real’ cycle behaviours. In Portland, Oregon, a sample of 166 self-selected participants were recruited and their
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In this chapter, visual patterns that emerge from exploring the LCHS dataset are described, but also where possible quantitative evidence is provided to confirm or question these findings. When comparing, for instance, frequencies of men and women in each RF group, contingency tables are created and Pearson’s residuals from the Chi-statistic calculated to compare observed frequencies against what would be expected given equality of proportions between men and women:

\[ \chi = \frac{obs - exp}{\sqrt{exp}} \]

Pearson’s residuals are effectively \( z \)-statistics – they are critical values that can be related to \( p \)-values – and, combined with an overall Chi-statistic (\( \chi^2 \)), can be used to assess category-level statistical significance (Field et al. 2012). Where only one category is considered – for example, the relative number of men and women making journeys during peak times – a two-way contingency table is created, with an overall Chi-statistic (\( \chi^2 \)) and again signed Pearson’s residuals to evaluate the direction of differences.

A problem with using formal significance testing on the bikeshare dataset is that statistical significance is a function both of the real difference between values – the size of the effect – and the size of the dataset from which those values are drawn:

\[
\text{statistical significance} = \text{effect size} \times \text{sample size} \\
\text{*given variability}
\]
As dataset size increases, so too does the statistical power or sensitivity of the test; the size of the effect required to achieve a statistically significant result reduces. With very large datasets, such as the LCHS data, trivially small differences can be labelled as statistically significant. This is not to say that the statistical significance testing is wrong. For the example above, the null hypothesis ($H_0$) would be that there is no difference between the relative number of men and women who have made peaktime journeys versus those who have not. The $p$–value from this test would correctly describe the probability of the observed or larger differences between men and women, given $H_0$. – given an assumption that the data are drawn from a population in which there is no difference between men’s and women’s peaktime journeys. However, since it is so compounded with sample size, this probability is not particularly useful in the (fictional) example above. It is possible to reject the null hypothesis with a trivially small difference, or effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Observed Peak</th>
<th>Observed Non-Peak</th>
<th>% Peak</th>
<th>% Non-Peak</th>
<th>Expected Peak</th>
<th>Expected Non-Peak</th>
<th>Pearson’s resid.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>55,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>54,900</td>
<td>5,100</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18,200</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18,300</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\chi^2 = 8.6 (p < 0.001 = 7.8)$

Table 4.1: Fictional example of contingency table comparing number of men and women who have made peaktime journeys.

One approach, already used in the previous chapter, is to represent differences graphically (Tukey 1977). Another, is to calculate the effect size: a scale-free measure that indicates the magnitude of difference between phenomena of interest (Coe 2002, Cohen 1994, Cohen 1990). There are various ways of quantifying effect sizes. Cohen’s $d$ is used for comparing two sample means (see Chapter 7). Cohen’s $d$ is simply the difference between two means divided by their pooled standard deviations. It measures the observed difference given the level of variability in a collection of data:

$$d = \frac{\bar{x}_1 - \bar{x}_2}{S D_{pooled}}$$

In Chi-square, Cramer’s $V$ ($\phi_c$) is used. This is calculated by taking the square root of the Chi-statistic ($\chi^2$) divided by the sample size:
Once calculated, a decision still has to be made about $\phi_c$ values. Whilst their importance varies with research context, Cohen (1990) suggested that $\phi_c$ values of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 represent small but non-trivial, medium and large effects respectively; for Cohen’s $d$, values of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 correspond with small, medium and large effects.

Confidence intervals are another means of interpreting the difference between values in a statistical test, especially since they relate directly to the initial units of measurement (Cohen 1994). However, they too are partly a function of sample size. A second measure of effect size, used in this chapter for two-way comparisons, is the relative risk ratio ($RR$). This is the probability of an event occurring (a member who has made a peaktime journey) in one group divided by the probability of that same event occurring in a different group:

$$RR = \frac{P_{men}(peak|all)}{P_{women}(peak|all)}$$

This measure is very straightforward to interpret. If 50% of men had made peaktime journeys, but this was only the case for 20% of women, $RR$ would be 2.5: men are two and one half times more likely than women to make a peaktime journey.

As researchers working in applied domains have access to increasingly large or ‘big’ datasets, the deficiencies of null hypothesis significance testing (NHST) are particularly prescient. The approach taken here, of paying greater attention to effect sizes, is increasingly common, with several journals in psychology formally requiring authors to report effect sizes alongside inferential tests. Bayesian techniques have also been suggested as an alternative to NHST (Wagenmakers 2007, Kruschke 2013). Within information visualization, Wickham et al. (2010) have introduced the idea of graphical inference as a potential approach to performing inferential tests and avoiding false positives that might be introduced when analysts interpret patterns in data graphics visually. An open challenge remains, especially for those working in applied data analysis, as to which of these approaches are most appropriate to particular analysis contexts.
4.3 Analysis

Figure 4.1: Above: journeys between London’s major commuting rail terminals – King’s Cross, Waterloo and Liverpool Street – are visually salient when all journeys made by men are selected. Below: journeys made by women are selected, with trips within Hyde Park particularly dominant. All journeys made from the scheme’s inception through to 14th September 2011 are shown. Background mapping uses Ordnance Survey data Crown copyright and database right 2014.

4.3.1 Comparing all journeys and members

First, the full population of members using the scheme from its inception through to 14th September 2012 is studied. An initial observation is that women are under-represented amongst LCHS members, representing just a quarter of the LCHS user population. They registered with the scheme at similar times to men. After a significant surge in interest at the scheme’s launch in July 2010, there were more modest increases in demand amongst
both male and female cyclists during January and Summer 2011 and other slight increases in registrations in early Spring and July 2012. Considering the derived variables introduced in Chapter 3, there are substantial differences in both the geodemographic and behavioural profile of male and female LCHS cyclists. There are higher proportions of women apparently living in urban communities than would be expected given the member population as a whole and much fewer in affluent, semi-rural communities. Female members also appear to be far less active scheme users than men. Whilst they comprise 26% of all LCHS members, women make up only 17% of members within the top RF segment - of heavy and recent scheme users - and 34% of members in the bottom RF segment.

Querying journeys made by men and women within the visual analysis application described in the previous chapter, these differences in usage characteristic appear to have a distinct spatial and temporal expression. For men, flows between London’s major rail terminals and workplaces – between Waterloo, Liverpool Street, central London and the City of London (Figure 4.1) – overwhelmingly dominate the map view and there are higher than expected flows during weekdays, coinciding with commuting peaks. By contrast, for female members, journeys within London’s parks and round trips - those that finish at the same station they started at - dominate. Weekend journeys also constitute a much larger share of all journeys made by female cyclists: 22% of trips made by women take place at weekends, whilst for men this figure is just 16%. The effect size ($\phi_c$) for this difference in relative numbers of weekend journeys is 0.1, $RR$ 1.4.

After exploring these data within the visual analysis application, particularly within the first three months after the scheme’s launch, an observation was made that retention rates are particularly poor for women. Many female cyclists are within a group who, living relatively close to the scheme’s boundary, registered with the LCHS when it first launched, but after experimenting with the scheme by making a small number of ‘leisure’ journeys ostensibly within London’s Hyde Park (Figure 4.1), decided not to use it on a regular basis. The travel behaviours identified for this group of early ‘detractors’ resonates with the anecdotal and high-level analysis carried out by policy-makers at TfL. Partly due to the LCHS’s high profile at its inception, the first three months of usage they regard as atypical. In order to better understand more established behaviours, only journeys over a 12 month period are selected: from 14th September 2011 to 14th September 2012. This serves as the main period of study for the analysis chapters that follow. It amounts to over 5 million journeys made by more than 80,000 members.
4.3.2 Comparing September 2011-2012 journeys

Analysing all journeys made between September 2011-2012, then, many of the previously identified differences are preserved. There are fewer female cyclists in the highest RF group than would be expected given the member population as a whole and women are over-represented amongst the lowest RF scores. The relative number of weekend journeys is greater for women than it is for men and there are fewer than expected women amongst the faster travel-time $z$-scores. Exploring journeys within the visual analysis application, men’s cycling behaviours again remain highly regular: journeys between major rail terminals and the City of London are clearly visible. For women, however, cycling behaviours are more varied. Journeys within Hyde Park and west London are visually salient, but journeys within parts of central London now become more visible.

One means of quantitatively testing the prominence of commuter flows made by men is to calculate the total share of journeys involving hub stations. Hubs are generally large docking stations located at two major rail terminals – King’s Cross and Waterloo – and at the intersection of the City of London and central London (Holborn, labelled in Figure 4.1). In order to cope with very high demand at peak times, bikes are continually replenished at, or withdrawn from, these strategically important stations. Compared with women, substantially more men make journeys that either start or end at a hub station: 31% of men versus 21% of women ($\phi_c 0.1$, $RR 1.5$).
A more detailed study of the most common journeys made by men and women appears in Figure 4.2 and 4.3. In Figure 4.2, journeys (OD pairs) between specific docking stations are ranked according to their frequency. As the figure shows, plotting these ranks and sizes reveals a power-law distribution (Reed 2001) whereby rank position is inversely related to journey frequency. Whilst both curves for men and women follow this familiar distribution, the gradient on the curve is slightly steeper for women, suggesting that the rank-size effect is severe.

Studying these heavily repeated journeys within the visual analysis application, they can be explored in greater detail and inferences made as to their context and purpose. Figure 4.3 shows the 100 most common journeys made by male (top) and female (bottom) cyclists. For men, there is a familiar spatial and temporal pattern, with journeys almost exclusively suggesting a commuter function: weekday journeys between 6am-9am and 4pm-7pm account for 75% of all journeys (this figure for women is 62%), with weekends only accounting for 3% of these journeys. When analysing women’s top 100 journeys, a large number also coincide with weekday commuting times. This might be expected since these are heavily repeated trips. Notice though, that it is only the morning peaks that are over-represented. Inspecting all journeys made by ‘commuting’ female members – those within the high RF segments – this pattern is reinforced: when commuting, female LCHS cyclists are more likely than men to make journeys in the morning peak. Unlike the patterns observed for men, though, weekend journeys are not entirely absent. Around 11% of the top 100 journey combinations for women are made at weekends and, inspecting the map view, ‘leisure’ journeys within Hyde Park remain visually salient. A number of apparently utilitarian journeys between King’s Cross and the Bloomsbury area of London (highlighted in Figure 4.3) can also be seen: 19% of women’s top 100 journeys are made within this area, whereas for men this figure is 8% (ϕc 0.2, RR 2.5).

There is a sense here that, even when making apparently utilitarian journeys, female members may preferentially select more cycle-friendly parts of the city. Journeys between docking stations at either side of the River Thames - journeys that generally involve relatively large, multi-lane roads and busy junctions - are rare. Instead at peak times, journeys around the Bloomsbury area (Figure 4.3), where roads are narrower, a number of traffic calming measures have been introduced and cycle lanes are slightly offset from major roads, are more common. It is possible to further quantitatively test the finding that women make fewer journeys that involve a river crossing by filtering only those journeys. Whilst 48% of men have made journeys that involve a river crossing, this figure for women is 39% (ϕc 0.1, RR 1.2).
Figure 4.3: Top 100 journey pairs made between September 2011-2012 by male (top) and female (bottom) cyclists. Docking stations within Bloomsbury area are highlighted. Background mapping uses Ordnance Survey data Crown copyright and database right 2014.
4.3.3 Controlling for geodemographics

Although these gendered differences are true of the total member population, they should not be treated as essential. The dominant pattern when querying male users is of commuter travel. Highly visible amongst these journeys is a group of users typically living in semi-rural and suburban communities (the OAC classification Suburbanites) who, after commuting into London on a train, routinely use the scheme to make highly regular journeys from the major rail hubs identified at the start of the chapter. Women are under-represented amongst the non-London member population. Whilst 28% of men subscribing to the scheme live more than 15km from a docking station, this figure for
female cyclists is just 16% ($\phi_c 0.1$, $RR$ 1.8). Women are therefore under-represented amongst this group of very heavy scheme users and in directly comparing male and female cyclists, judgements are made about two very different populations. It is possible to control for these differences within the visual analysis application by selecting only members who apparently live less than 5km from a docking station. This subset represents over 50,000 members and almost 3.3 millions journeys made between September 2011-2012.

Immediately there is greater convergence between male and female cyclists. Though to a lesser extent than for women, men living this distance from a docking station become slightly over-represented amongst weekend journeys. The spatial patterns of men’s journeys are now far less regular, with journeys between Waterloo and the City of London no longer dominating the map view. Flows within Hyde Park and west London can also be identified and journeys within the eastern expansion area (opened in March 2012) are now visible. A very diverse set of journeys is also found extending into the semi-residential areas of the east and south east of the city.

Although the spatial and temporal pattern of journeys made by men has changed, a number of the differences previously identified remain. Women are under-represented amongst the high RF scores, amongst the faster travel time $z$ – scores and for those in the top four RF groups, amongst the morning rather than evening peaks. Women are also slightly less likely to make journeys interpeak: journeys taken on weekdays between 10am–4pm are less common for this subset of female members. In addition, when selecting on these interpeak journeys, there are substantial differences between the types of journeys being made.

These spatial differences are again best expressed when evaluating the spatial view, but altering the way flows are emphasised. A problem with weighting each unique OD pair according to the absolute numbers of journeys being made is that when filtering by multiple variables, the sample size obviously reduces. For example, by filtering on gender, distance from docking station and by time of travel (interpeak weekday journeys), only 136,000 journeys made by 10,000 women and 500,000 journeys made by 29,000 men are considered. Whilst this remains a very large amount of data, it is occasionally the case that a minority of members repeatedly making the same journey (OD) pair in this time period can appear overly salient when weighting flow lines by absolute journey frequency. Weighting flow lines instead according to the number of unique members making those journeys, partially overcomes this problem. Figure 4.4 then, emphasises where most
members living less than 5km from a docking station make interpeak journeys. Whilst large numbers of men do appear to make interpeak journeys within Hyde Park, a diverse set of journeys in other parts of the city are found. Some of these flows suggest leisure cycles, with various journeys from east to west along the popular south side of the river – the Southbank area – easily identifiable. Others appear more utilitarian in nature, with many short journeys made within central and the City of London. For female cyclists, spatial travel behaviours appear to be more constrained: most tend to make interpeak journeys within Hyde Park and west London and comparatively few might be regarded as utilitarian.

Since the spatial travel behaviours of male and female LCHS cyclists are so different, a behavioural control is finally added: only members living less than 5 km from a docking station and who are in the top four RF groups – the most active and experienced LCHS users – are selected. The spatial views for this subset of men and women appear in Figure 4.5. Again, this sample of nevertheless frequent female scheme users tend to select more particular parts of the city than do men. Journeys within west London and Hyde Park dominate the map view and outside of this area journeys are relatively spatially constrained. Whilst large numbers of male cyclists do make journeys within Hyde Park, there remains a relatively diverse set of journeys across central London, the City of London and further east (Figure 4.5). Remember, only the most active and experienced scheme users, who live relatively close to a bikeshare docking station, are compared.
4.4 Discussion

Exploring the LCHS dataset using the designed visual analysis application, distinct cycling behaviours were in this chapter quickly identified, located within their spatiotemporal context and related to the personal characteristics of the members making them. The findings from this analysis resonate with the already substantial research on gender and urban cycling behaviour discussed in Section 4.1.

The first main finding was that scheme usage amongst men is highly regular, suggesting a strong commuter function, whilst leisure orientated journeys appear to be more dominant.
for female members. Although some of this variation can be explained by the different
geodemographic characteristics of the member population, that apparent commuting
journeys are far less common for women is instructive. Elsewhere, survey based studies
into claimed cycle behaviours have found women are generally less likely than men to
cycle for commuting purposes (Heesch et al. 2012). This has also been confirmed by
detailed analysis of observed behaviours, albeit based on a much smaller dataset (Dill &
Gliebe 2008).

Secondly, even after controlling for variations in the geodemographic and behavioural
characteristics of LCHS members, many important differences were identified. Women
are consistently over-represented amongst the least heavy LCHS users; they are routinely
under-represented amongst the faster travel time scores; and the temporal structure
of women’s journeys suggests slightly greater levels of cycling at weekends. These findings
again appear consistent with related research, which finds that women generally cycle at
slower speeds than men (Dill & Gliebe 2008).

A more substantial insight was that women’s journeys appear to be highly spatially
structured. Since female members are more likely to make weekend journeys, it is not
surprising that west London and Hyde Park, relatively leafy parts of the city, dominate
when querying their journeys. However, there is a sense that women preferentially select
very particular parts of the city, even when making apparent utilitarian trips. Journeys
around the Bloomsbury area, where roads are narrower, a number of traffic calming
measures have been introduced and cycle lanes slightly offset from major roads, are
amongst the most common journeys made by women at peak times. These findings
also appear consistent with existing research. Various survey (Tilahun et al. 2007) and
observation-based studies (Dill & Gliebe 2008), including a census of cyclists (Garrard
et al. 2008), have found a preference amongst female cyclists for low traffic streets, with
routes offering the maximum separation from motorised traffic found to be a particularly
high priority.

Two new discoveries can also be offered from the analysis presented in this chapter: that
female members who use the scheme at peak commuting times are more likely than
men to make those peaktime journeys in the morning than the evening peaks; and that
female members are less likely than men to make apparent utilitarian journeys during
the working day, irrespective of how often they use the scheme. Clearly, these findings
may be particular to bikeshare scheme usage rather than more general cycling behaviour.
Their underlying motivations may nevertheless reflect more fundamental differences in
attitudes towards, and perceptions of, cycling.

Finally, it is worth reflecting on the detail and scale of analysis achieved in this exploratory analysis chapter given this study’s research objectives and questions (see Chapter [1]). Perhaps the most interesting aspects of the discussed analysis relate to the spatiotemporal context under which men and women make journeys: for example, the relative use of commuter hub docking stations at peak times, or use of docking stations within parks at weekends. These spatiotemporal aspects of behaviour, along with important geodemographic controls, can be reliably investigated because the LCHS provides information on a full population of users and their journeys. Whilst the literature summarised in Section [4.1] is large and diverse, the scale and scope of observational based studies – studies that consider ‘real’ rather than claimed behaviours – is relatively limited. Dill & Gliebe’s (2008) GPS-based study is one of the most comprehensive of its kind, but achieved a sample of just 166 participants. Analysis of detailed travel behaviours at the scale of the city, as appears in this chapter, would clearly not be possible with the much smaller, actively-collected datasets. The depth of insights into spatiotemporal cycle behaviours generated from this exploratory analysis, then, suggests that distinct cycling behaviours can be identified from the LCHS usage data (RQ1). That the identified behaviours relate strongly to existing research, suggests that individual LCHS cycling behaviours are meaningful and potentially generalisable – a concern discussed in Chapter [2] – and that the findings may represent useful contributions to the Transport Studies domain (Overall RQ).

4.5 Moving forward

By exploring the spatiotemporal and customer-related context under which journeys are made, several different types of usage behaviour were identified in this chapter. An important aspect of behaviour is that of commuting. In the following chapter, an approach is proposed for identifying and labelling commuting journeys with greater certainty; and which involves a spatial analysis of individuals’ scheme usage. As discussed, that the LCHS dataset provides a complete and spatially and temporally precise record of behaviour is significant and the commuter classification would not be possible if only a partial and less precise set of information on individuals’ journeys was recorded. As a result of the commuter classification, commuting behaviour can be queried and described with greater certainty. The commuter classification also provides an important
additional contextual variable – a spatial reference point for the likely workplaces of commuting members. This information is used to question early explanations suggested in this chapter around the observed spatial differences in travel behaviours between male and female cyclists.
Chapter 5

Labelling and studying commuting

Abstract
In this chapter, a technique for automatically classifying commuting behaviour is developed that involves a spatial analysis of cyclists’ journeys. A subset of potential LCHS commuting cyclists is identified and for each individual, a plausible geographic area representing their workplace is defined. All peaktime journeys terminating within the vicinity of this derived workplace in the morning, and originating from this derived workplace in the evening, are labelled commutes. Three techniques for creating these workplace areas are compared: a weighted *mean-centres* calculation, spatial *k-means* clustering and a *kernel density-estimation* method. Visual analytics software is designed and used to support this evaluation. Exploring the three proposed techniques within this software, commuters’ peaktime journeys are found to be more spatially diverse than might be expected and for a significant portion of commuters, there appears to be more than one plausible spatial workplace area. The density-estimation is selected as the preferred method for labelling commuting behaviour. Once all commuting events are labelled, two distinct types of commuting activity are identified: those taken by LCHS customers living outside of London, who make highly regular commuting journeys at London’s major rail hubs; and more varied commuting behaviours by those living very close to a bikeshare docking station. Interpeak journeys apparently taken as part of cyclists’ working day are found around London’s universities. Exploring identified workplaces within a further set of software, imbalances in the number of morning commutes to, and evening commutes from, derived workplaces are identified and differences in the geography of men’s and women’s workplaces are also discovered that appear to relate to the actual geography of employment in the city. This latter observation is important, as it illustrates some of the challenges behind offering explanations for observed spatial travel behaviours when using such passively-collected data.
5.1 Research context

Early analysis of the LCHS dataset revealed very heavy scheme usage during peak times (Wood et al. 2011, Lathia et al. 2012) and the exploratory analysis in the previous chapter certainly suggests a strong commuter function amongst particularly male bikeshare cyclists. However, the LCHS is clearly also used for purposes other than commuting; and this might be true even of journeys made during the weekday peaks. This chapter aims to label commuter journeys and commuting members with greater certainty, thereby allowing the commuting behaviours suggested in Chapter 4 to be investigated in a more formal way. Its main focus is analytical; the overriding research question asks:

- **Analytic question:** How can commuting journeys and commuting LCHS cyclists be reasonably detected?

The task of identifying commuting behaviour might initially seem like a straightforward data mining exercise. One means of identifying commuting journeys might be to find all instances where a LCHS cyclist completes a closed peaktime ‘loop’, where their last journey of the day happens during the evening commute and is the inverse of their first journey of the day. Recent analysis of usage data from London’s metro system has found, however, that such assumptions about commuting behaviour often do not hold (Lathia et al. 2013). With a month’s usage data from the London Underground, Lathia et al. (2013) aimed to identify the nature and extent of commuting behaviour. They made reasonable assumptions about commuting travel behaviours: that commuters will make on average two journeys or more per day, that they will typically repeat the same origin-destination (OD) pair and that commuters’ behaviours will form a closed loop whereby the first origin and last destination of the day are the same. The authors subsequently found, however, that many travellers did not fit these expected patterns. Sixty-six percent of users took less than one trip every two days and only 8% met the
expected two trips per weekday criteria (Lathia et al. 2013). The authors later proposed clustering algorithms for automatically finding groups of travellers with similar temporal travel profiles – who typically travel at particular times of day and days of the week.

The approach to temporal clustering taken by Lathia et al. (2013), and also previously by Agard et al. (2011) using bus transit data, is very similar to the behavioural clustering described in Chapter 3. It enables those who apparently use a transport system almost exclusively for commuting (in this research 9-to-5-ers) to be distinguished from those with other usage characteristics. However, identifying these people alone does not give a total, journey-level view of commuting. As the large anytime user group introduced in Chapter 3 suggests, it is reasonable to assume that those who commute may also often use the LCHS for non-commuting, leisure-oriented or utilitarian weekend journeys. If commuting users are defined only as people whose dominant travel patterns coincide with commuting times, then it is possible to miss the commuting behaviour of individuals who typically use the scheme for other purposes.

An alternative approach, taken in this chapter, is a spatial analysis of LCHS users’ peaktime journeys. A broad spatial area representing each cyclist’s workplace is identified and all peaktime journeys arriving at this workplace area in the morning, and departing from this workplace area in the evening, are labelled as commutes. Clearly there is no record of such workplace areas in the customer database; and instead they are derived from exploring spatial patterns of LCHS cyclists’ peaktime journeys.

Once commuting events are detected using this method, three thematic questions are posed:

1. What are the characteristics of people who take part in commuting based activities?
2. Where do commuting events happen?
3. Under what circumstances are journeys made during the working day?

The chapter concludes by reflecting on the commuter classification given the research questions outlined in the Introduction chapter.
5.2 Use of visual analytics

A substantial part of this chapter involves the development and evaluation of spatial analysis techniques for deriving cyclists’ likely workplaces. Several commonly used spatial data mining techniques are described and proposed. With relatively few studies tackling similar problems using similar datasets, however, decisions must be made about the suitability of these techniques and their underlying parameters. A set of visual analytics applications (see Figure 5.1) are built for making these decisions and the use of visual techniques in this chapter should be regarded slightly differently to the exploratory visual analysis that appears in Chapters 4 and 6.

Visual analytics is a sub-discipline or extension of Information Visualization that is concerned with the processes and decisions made by an analyst when struggling with creating insights from raw datasets (Keim et al. 2010). For Keim et al. (2010), an analyst might start by computing various value-free models – models that are generally not informed by hypotheses. The analyst then reviews and refines these models by interacting with the dataset visually, using interactive graphics: he or she may modify certain parameters, select other analysis algorithms and/or spatial and temporal units. In doing so, the analyst is better able to develop and organise schemas – mental models about a concept or phenomenon that are formed through both empirical information and the analysts’ experiences (Priolli & Card 2005). Visual analytics therefore considers how interactive
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graphics can support analytical decision-making: it accepts that human and subjective decisions underpin the data analysis process (Thomas & Cook 2006).

Although the techniques proposed for identifying customers’ workplaces cannot be described as value free – underlying them are assumptions about how LCHS cyclists commute – it is certainly the case that subjective decisions are made about their suitability. These subjective decisions are supported through the use of interactive graphics and the new analysis applications introduced in this chapter, and designed specifically for this purpose, are therefore here referred to as *visual analytics* systems.
5.3 Data processing

5.3.1 Labelling commuting events

Potential commuters

The commuter classification aims to identify those journeys that regularly end within
the vicinity of a customer’s workplace in the morning and regularly start from within
the vicinity of a customer’s workplace in the evening. For convenience, such locations
are labelled ‘workplaces’; however, there may clearly be other attractors for repeated
peaktime activity. In order to label individuals’ workplaces with any confidence, it is
first necessary to find a reasonable number of data points for each member using the
scheme at peak times.

One means of identifying this population of ‘potential commuters’ may be to filter all
journeys taken during the morning (6am-10am) and evening (4pm – 8pm) peaks and
for each customer, identify the total number of these peaktime journeys. Clearly some
cyclists, particularly shift and casual workers, will also make commuting journeys outside
of peak times. However, by restricting to repeated journeys within the working day,
there is perhaps greater certainty of identifying genuine work-related activity. Ordering
customers according to the number of peaktime journeys they make and plotting these
frequencies (Figure 5.2), reveals a heavy-tailed distribution: a large portion of members
making peaktime journeys (45%) make only between 1 and 10 such journeys. There is,
though, no obvious break in this distribution that suggests more emphatically a number
of repeated peaktime journeys beyond which a member is likely to use the scheme for
commuting purposes.

Exploring the spatial and temporal context of individuals’ journeys visually better en-
ables judgements about the nature of cycling behaviours to be made. Using the visual
analysis application introduced in Chapter 3 the space-time structure of journeys made
by cyclists who make few peaktime journeys are compared with those who make many
peaktime journeys. After approximately 20 trips, customers’ usage characteristics begin
to increasingly suggest a commuter function. This is expressed in Figure 5.3, which shows
all journeys taken by the selected subset of members (those making between 21 and 30
journeys at peak times). Inspecting the map view, reciprocal journeys between the main
commuter docking stations identified in the previous chapter become increasingly visible
for those making between 21-30 peaktime journeys. By contrast, selecting individuals making less than 20 repeated peaktime journeys, the observed temporal and spatial pattern suggests a leisure function, with largely weekend journeys within London’s parks more prominent.

**Figure 5.2:** Frequency distribution of peaktime journeys taken by LCHS customers.

**Figure 5.3:** Journeys made by LCHS customers completing between 21-30 peaktime journeys are shown. For members making at least 20 repeated peaktime journeys, travel behaviours begin to suggest a commuter function: 39% of cyclists making between 21-30 peaktime journeys have completed at least one journey involving a commuting hub station; for those making between 1-10 peaktime journeys this figure is noticeably smaller, at 19%. Background mapping uses Ordnance Survey data Crown copyright and database right 2014.
Mean-centres method

In total, 34% of the scheme’s member population are potential commuters; making more than 20 repeated peaktime journeys in the 12 months between 14th September 2011 and 14th September 2012. For each cyclist in this group, the aim is to derive a spatial area that represents their workplace. First, a very simple technique for deriving these workplace centres is explored. After identifying all peaktime destinations during the morning and origins during the evening, the (frequency) weighted centroid of docking station locations each cyclist uses during peak times is calculated. An assumption is made that all inbound journeys in the morning, and outbound journeys in the evening, that lie within a user-defined distance – an acceptable walking distance – of this mean-centre might be labelled commutes.

A visual analytics system is developed to evaluate the mean-centres classification. This software enables spatial patterns of individual cyclists’ peaktime journeys to be identified, along with the (frequency) weighted centre of these locations and a buffer around this centre for including commuting journeys. A screenshot from this software appears in Figure 5.4. Blue dots represent docking stations (potential workplace locations) and are sized according to the number of peaktime journeys that customer makes to/from those docking stations. In order to evaluate the spatial dispersion of these locations, a standard deviation ellipse (Yuill 2011) appears in grey, the weighted-centre of which represents that customer's hypothesised workplace. In red, a buffer for filtering journeys is drawn. Through a simple set of key presses, it is possible to distinguish between
journeys made during the morning and evening peaks; to adjust the spatial buffer drawn around each centroid; and to iterate through and evaluate the classification for each member. It is also possible to order customers according to the spatial dispersion values calculated when producing the standard ellipse; and therefore to identify how successful the algorithm is when customers do not have a spatially coherent set of workplaces.

Iterating through the customer database, the initial ‘walking distance from centre’ threshold of 500 metres (m) appears to be too conservative: it unnecessarily excludes journeys that might be reasonably linked to customers’ mean-centres – customers’ potential workplaces. In many instances, there are spatial outliers that substantially influence the workplace classification. Here, journeys to docking stations a distance away from individuals’ main workplace centres have the effect of displacing cyclists’ weighted mean-centres. Perhaps more importantly, a large number of members have more than one workplace (Figure 5.4): the distribution of points is either bi- or occasionally multi-centric. In these instances, simply using the weighted mean-centre of all peaktime commuting points would serve to exclude almost all journeys an individual makes which, since they remain spatially clustered, will likely represent genuine commuting journeys. Without representing individuals’ peaktime journeys visually, these problems would perhaps not be as immediately obvious. Attending to the standard deviation of cyclists’ potential workplace locations, and ratios of the maximum and minimum dispersion calculated when creating the standard deviation ellipses, it is estimated that 20% of commuting LCHS users are likely to make journeys to or from more than one spatial workplace cluster.

**k-means method**

A second proposed solution, which might overcome at least one shortcoming of the mean-centres method (the fact there are multiple workplace clusters), is the *k-means* clustering algorithm. The *k-means* algorithm is run on each cyclist’s set of potential workplace docking stations, using information from the standard deviation ellipses to specify the number of workplace clusters (*k*) a cyclist is likely to have. If the ratio of dispersion and standard distance exceeds a certain threshold, then *k*=2 or *k*=3 cluster centres are specified. Alternative methods, such as *hierarchical cluster analysis* (HCA) (O’Sullivan & Unwin 2002), might better enable an appropriate number of clusters to be first suggested. However, the output of each HCA would need to be inspected at an individual cyclist level and scaling this analysis to the full LCHS customer population would therefore be problematic.
Running \textit{k-means} clustering algorithms on a sample of member records, and inspecting the classification within the same set of visual analytics software described in 5.4, it appears that the rules for predicting the number of clusters are not always successful: a high level of distance deviation and large ratio of dispersion does not solely suggest a bi-centric distribution (e.g. Figure 5.5). Separate to this issue of correctly specifying an appropriate number of clusters, the same problem of extreme spatial outliers displacing cluster centres also exists.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.5}
\caption{\textit{K-means} analysis assuming standard distance and ratio of dispersion criteria are such that a 2-cluster solution is required and therefore \(k=2\). A primary workplace cluster is successfully identified (far left), but a second centre of activity is entirely missed. Background mapping uses Ordnance Survey data \textcopyright{} Crown copyright and database right 2014.}
\end{figure}

\subsection*{Density-estimation method}

Conscious of these two pitfalls, a density-based method (O’Sullivan & Unwin 2002) is proposed for successfully coping with multiple spatial clusters of workplace centres and, importantly, negating the displacement problem caused by spatial outliers. In the proposed density-estimation method, observations are made at every potential workplace docking station. For each LCHS member, all peaktime destination (am) and origin (pm) docking stations are found and, at each docking station, the total number of journeys made to and from that docking station, and to and from neighbouring docking stations that are within a user-defined walking distance, is recorded. This user-defined distance serves as a kernel in the density estimation. Once the density estimates have been made, all journeys to docking station locations whose density counts are above a certain thresh-
old, and therefore whose spatial areas are visited frequently at peak times, are labelled as commuting journeys.

For the density-estimation technique to be successful, decisions need to be made about two parameters: the size of the kernel and the density threshold used to exclude or include peaktime journeys. Again, showing this analysis visually better enables the technique to be evaluated and Figure 5.6 displays an extended set of visual analytics software designed for this evaluation. Docking stations are represented as dots, sized according to the number of peaktime journeys they receive. The kernels used in the density-estimation appear as transparent circles centred at each docking station. They can be resized, and the classification subsequently recalculated, ‘on the fly’. Docking stations that meet a user-defined acceptance criteria appear in blue; journeys to and from excluded docking stations (non-commutes) appear in red.

![Figure 5.6: Density-estimation for a single cyclist is explored. Docking stations classified as commutes appear in blue; non-commutes in red. Resizable kernels are shown in grey. Morning journeys to workplaces (light blue/red) can be distinguished from evening (dark blue/red) journeys. By mousing over each workplace docking station, morning journeys arriving at, and evening journeys departing from, that docking station are displayed. Background mapping uses Ordnance Survey data Crown copyright and database right 2014.](image)

Using this software, it appears that the density-estimation technique begins to address the two previous problems. It is successful at accepting secondary and tertiary clusters whilst still excluding outlier locations. Where members apparently make commuting journeys to more than one spatial workplace cluster, those journeys are included, whilst more exceptional activity is correctly treated as non-commuting behaviour. Since the centres for individuals’ workplaces do not need to be calculated, the problem of spatial
outliers displacing workplace centres also no longer exists.

Again, two analytical decisions influence the success of this technique: the size of the kernel and the inclusion density criteria. A radius of 750m around each potential workplace docking station is selected as the preferred kernel width. This kernel size is partly chosen as colleagues at TfL, who contributed to this analysis, reported anecdotal information that 750m is generally an accepted maximum between-docking-station walking distance. By visually scanning the spatial distribution of members’ potential commuting docking stations, there is some empirical support to this claim. Iteratively exploring cyclists’ peaktime journeys, rarely are there apparent clusters with docking stations extending beyond this 750m buffer. Secondly, a local density threshold of 10 or more journeys is used for excluding docking stations whose total peaktime journey frequency, combined with other docking stations within the 750m kernel, fall below this limit. This is decided by iterating through each individual’s journeys, interactively varying the inclusion density parameter and visually scanning accepted and rejected workplace docking stations. With an inclusion density greater than 15, false negatives begin to appear: docking stations that lie within a spatial cluster and should be labelled as commutes, but instead are coloured as red and therefore rejected. An inclusion density of less than five leads to false positives: docking stations visited relatively rarely and that are spatially distinct from an individual’s dominant workplace cluster, are coloured blue and therefore wrongly accepted as workplaces.

Using the described visual analytics software, it is therefore possible to quickly identify problems associated with proposed analysis techniques and suggest appropriate threshold parameters. When applied to the full population of LCHS members, there may be instances where a cyclist’s commuting behaviour is still labelled incorrectly. However, with no clear rules for quantitatively evaluating each technique, the visual analytics software allows proposed methods to be related directly to real cycling behaviours and, as a result, empirically-derived threshold values to be specified.
5.4 Analysis

5.4.1 Studying commuting behaviour

Setting the density-estimate with a kernel of 750m and an inclusion density of 10 journeys, 34% of the member population making journeys in the 12 month study period are labelled as commuters and in total classified commuting journeys represent 49% of all journeys taken between 14th September 2011 – 14th September 2012.

Who are commuters?

Figure 5.7 is a geodemographic profile of commuting cyclists identified using the density-based classification. This profile confirms many of the (data-driven) assumptions about commuters that appeared in the previous chapter. Compared to the total LCHS member population, men and high RF users are over-represented amongst commuting members. So too are members who live very close to a bikeshare docking station, but also those that live outside of London (between 15km-100km from a docking station). By contrast, LCHS users that live moderate distances from a docking station (between 500m-10km away) are under-represented amongst commuting members given their share of the total LCHS population.
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From this, one might assume that immediate proximity to a docking station is an important motivating factor for commuting usage. Those living less than 500m from a docking station can access their nearest bike station by foot and the same might apply for those living between 15km-100km from a docking station. These individuals may live too far from central London to commute using the London Underground or bus system and instead travel into London using a commuter train which, unlike the bus or underground, arrives only at major rail terminals and therefore possibly some distance from commuters’ workplaces. From there, it might be the case that LCHS bikes are accessible and represent a desirable option for completing the final leg of a journey.

Where do commuting journeys take place?

The spatial patterns of journeys made by commuting members seem to support this claim. Commuting journeys tend to coincide with major rail stations and this is particularly true for those who apparently live between 15km-100km from a docking station. For all commuting members living this distance from a docking station, 25% of commuting journeys start or end at a hub docking station located at two of London’s major rail terminals – King’s Cross and Waterloo. For those living less than 10km from a docking station, this figure is just 5% ($\phi_c 0.3$, $RR 4.5$).

In addition, commuting journeys made by London-resident members appear more spatially and temporally diverse than for those commuting from outside of London. Ordering cyclists according to the proportion of their commuting journeys that are unique, for the median commuter amongst those living less than 10km from a docking station, 32% of commuting journeys are entirely unique OD pairs. This figure for commuters living between 15km-100km from a docking station is just 19%. The implication is that non-London commuters tend to consistently use a reduced number of docking stations when they commute. Additionally, travel times appear to be slightly more balanced between the morning and evening commute for London-resident commuters. For those living less than 10km from a docking station, 54% of commutes take place in the morning peak, whereas for those living 15km-100km from a docking station, this figure is 56%.
Who makes interpeak working-day journeys?

Labelling all commuter journey events in the dataset, rather than simply commuting members, allows an interesting question to be asked: to what extent do bikeshare cyclists make journeys as part of their working day, after having commuted into work in the morning and before commuting home from work in the evening? Each interpeak journey (weekdays between 10am-3pm) made by commuting members is considered and where, on the same day that member makes a commuting journey in either of the morning or evening peaks, the original interpeak journey is labelled as an interpeak ‘working-day’ journey. In total, 78% of commuting members make such interpeak working-day journeys.

There is some concentration of interpeak working-day journeys around London’s universities. Docking stations around the Bloomsbury area, where three universities are located, are a focus of interpeak working-day activity and so too are journeys around a major university towards the south west of Hyde Park. Spatially filtering these journeys, the lunchtime peak is less severe in those parts of London with a concentration of universities: 22% of interpeak working-day journeys that involve docking stations within the vicinity of universities are taken between 12pm-1pm, whilst this figure for journeys within the City of London, London’s commercial centre, is 26% ($\phi_c 0.1$, $RR 1.2$). One possible explanation for the smoother distribution of interpeak working-day journeys around universities could be delayed commutes taken by individuals employed or studying at universities and with comparatively flexible working hours.
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Geography of workplaces

Section 5.3.1 demonstrated how, through visually depicting techniques for identifying workplace docking stations, problems with each technique were evaluated in the context of individual cyclists’ journeys. This analysis process, and especially the design addition whereby morning journeys are distinguished from evening journeys, also reveals interesting spatiotemporal patterns of apparent commuting travel. At the time this analysis was conducted, discussing it and the various spatial analysis techniques with colleagues at TfL, particularly with those working in operations, was instructive: colleagues at TfL were able to interpret and suggest plausible explanations for many of the different individual-level workplace scenarios that were presented. As a result of these discussions, a further set of visual software was designed for collaboratively exploring the geography of classified workplaces at the scheme-wide level.

Figure 5.8 is an example of this application. Docking stations are again sized according to the number of inbound (in the morning) and outbound (in the evening) commuting.
journeys. As in Section 5.3.1, morning (blue) and evening (orange) journeys are distinguished using colour, but this time these journeys are aggregated for all commuting cyclists. Figure 5.8 is effectively a map of ‘global workplaces’. At the bottom-right, a slider allows global workplaces to be filtered according to the relative number of morning and evening commutes arriving or departing from these stations. Geodemographic variables appear as vertical bars. The bars change dynamically when data are filtered and can be selected to identify particular subsets of the commuting LCHS population.

The figure shows an interesting observation from this collaborative analysis: that ‘global workplaces’ with more evening than morning commutes are located entirely towards the periphery of the scheme. This is surprising since these workplaces represent the origin, not the destination, of evening commutes; typically one associates bikes arriving at, rather than departing from, peripheral docking stations during the evening. Exploring this finding with colleagues at TfL, those responsible for LCHS operations drew attention to the fact that the spatial pattern in Figure 5.8 relates very strongly to the initial bounds of the scheme. Typically on weekdays, bikes are disproportionately transported from central London to such peripheral locations during the evening commute. These docking stations often remain full overnight, making it difficult for any commuters wishing to arrive at these peripheral docking stations during the (early) morning commute. As a corollary, during the evening commute docking stations begin to fill up and for those wishing to make outward journeys from these peripheral stations in the (later) evening, bikes are more readily available.

A second finding from exploring the spatial pattern of ‘global workplaces’ is that the geography of women’s workplaces appears to be different from that of men. These spatial differences are best communicated in Figure 5.9. Here, the commuter docking station a member uses the most at peak times is identified and treated as that individual’s workplace. London is then divided into $1km^2$ grid cells and the number of ‘workplaces’ in each cell counted. Differences in the number of ‘male’ and ‘female’ workplaces in each cell are compared by calculating signed Pearson’s residuals from the Chi-statistic. These residuals are then mapped to a diverging red-blue colour scheme. Red cells contain fewer relative numbers of women’s workplaces given the spatial distribution of men’s workplaces; blue cells contain greater relative numbers of women’s workplaces.

The contrasting geography of men’s and women’s derived workplaces is perhaps not surprising given the spatial differences identified in the analysis of gender and cycle behaviour (Chapter 4). In that chapter, differences in spatial travel behaviours were
related to a substantial set of pre-existing literature around gendered attitudes to cycling. After discussing the spatial patterns in Figure 5.9 with policy specialists at TfL, it was suggested that these spatial patterns may simply reflect differences in the geography of men’s and women’s employment centres in London. For example, data modelled from 2011-2012 employment figures show that men fill the majority (65%) of all jobs located in the City of London, whilst in Kensington and Chelsea (south west of Figure 5.9) only 48% of jobs are filled by men (Greater London Authority 2013). This finding is clearly important as it reinforces a factor or control only partially considered so far: that as well as geodemographics and more complex attitudes to cycling, LCHS cyclists’ usage characteristics are likely to be a function of where those individuals need to travel to access work and other facilities.

Figure 5.9: The LCHS area is divided into 1km² grid cells. In each cell observed frequencies of ‘derived’ workplaces for male and female cyclists are recorded and Pearson’s residuals from the Chi-statistic are mapped onto a red-blue colour scale assuming equality of proportions between men and women. Grid cells where women’s workplaces are over-represented compared to men’s are blue; those where women’s workplaces are under-represented are red. Background mapping uses Ordnance Survey data Crown copyright and database right 2014.

5.5 Discussion

This chapter makes several contributions relevant to the research questions introduced in Chapter 1. Firstly, if chapters 3 and 4 suggest approaches to describing and differentiating LCHS cycle behaviours (RQ1), then the commuter classification is one means through which observed behaviours can be labelled (RQ2). Labelling commuting events with
greater certainty, it is now possible to provide a relatively detailed profile of commuting members and their journeys, as well as investigate emerging themes for analysis, such as interpeak journeys made during members’ working day.

Secondly, visual analytics techniques and approaches were used to support this more involved analysis activity. With few previous studies examining similar problems using similar datasets, the fact that proposed techniques could be evaluated visually was significant. The visual analytics software created in this chapter enabled deficiencies with suggested techniques to be diagnosed, but also empirically-derived threshold values for the commuter classification to be specified. For example, the problems of spatial outliers displacing workplace centres, of their being more than one workplace centre for many members and of arriving at appropriate threshold values for the density-estimation, were considered through representing individuals’ peakt ime journey patterns visually.

That the visual encodings used in this software were also relatively intuitive was important; so too was the context under which this software was used. As well as a tool for analysis, the visual analytics systems provided a means through which to communicate to colleagues at TfL any decisions and simplifying assumptions made by the proposed classification techniques. As part of this process, ‘domain specialists’ at TfL began to openly discuss unexpected spatial patterns and offered new explanations for them. These observations led to a more detailed analysis of the geography of cyclists’ derived workplaces and subsequently the observation around men’s and women’s workplaces. Colleagues at TfL were therefore able to make valuable contributions to very specific aspects of the data analysis.

Finally, RQ3 asks whether identified LCHS cycling behaviours can be explained. In Chapter 4, gendered differences in spatial travel behaviours were related to differing motivations and preferences towards cycling found elsewhere. That these spatial differences exist, even after controlling for how far members live from a docking station, is compelling. However, by identifying members’ likely workplaces and then, as a result of interactions with colleagues at TfL, studying the geography of these workplaces, this chapter draws attention to another control that should be considered when attempting to explain customers’ spatial travel behaviours: that spatial travel behaviours are also likely to be a function of where individuals need to travel to access work or other facilities.
5.6 Moving forward

This chapter represents a progression towards a deeper analysis of behaviours than identified through the exploratory analysis that appears in Chapter 4. Commuting behaviour can now be studied with greater certainty and by labelling all commuting events, new aspects of bikeshare usage, such as interpeak journeys taken as part of cyclists’ working day, can also be analysed. Again the techniques used for automatically identifying workplaces were possible because the LCHS dataset provides a total record of behaviour. It would be very difficult to use the same techniques for deriving members’ workplaces if only a partial and less spatially and temporally precise set of journey records were available. The next chapter again takes advantage of the completeness of the LCHS dataset when labelling another aspect of behaviour. This time one that has received little attention in Transport Studies, but which may be important for encouraging and initiating cycling uptake: that of group or social cycling.
Chapter 6

Labelling and studying group cycling

Abstract
The group-cycling behaviour of LCHS cyclists is investigated. Group journeys are defined as trips made by two or more cyclists together in space and time. Detailed insights into group-cycling behaviour are generated using specifically designed visual analysis software. In many respects, group-cycling journeys fit an expected pattern of discretionary activity: group journeys are more likely at weekends, late evenings and lunchtimes; they generally take place within more pleasant parts of the city; and between individuals apparently known to each other. A separate set of group activity is found, however, that coincides with commuting peaks and that appears to be imposed onto LCHS users by the scheme’s design. Studying the individuals making group journeys, a group of less experienced LCHS cyclists is found that appears to make more spatially extensive journeys than they would do normally while cycling with others; and female cyclists are found to make more late evening journeys than they would do normally when group cycling. For 20% of group cyclists, the first journey ever made through the LCHS is a group journey. This is particularly surprising since just 9% of all group cyclists’ journeys are group journeys. Moreover, women are over-represented amongst these ‘first time group cyclists’. Turning to the bikeshare cyclists, or bikeshare ‘friends’, that individuals make ‘first time group journeys’ with, there is a high incidence of group journeys made with friends of the opposite gender and for a very large proportion (55%) of members, these first ever journeys are made with a friend that shares the same postcode. A substantial
insight, then, is that group cycling appears to be a means through which early LCHS usage is initiated.

Group cycling is a theme that has received very little attention so far within the Transport Studies literature and that would certainly be difficult to investigate using more traditionally-collected datasets. The approach and findings discussed in this chapter represent a new contribution to the Transport Studies discipline; they might be used as a basis for more detailed enquiry.


### 6.1 Research context

The ambition in this chapter is to identify and systematically describe group-cycling journeys taken through the LCHS. In this case, group cycling is defined as cycling that happens between two or more individuals together in space and time. A significant contribution is to determine whether certain types of LCHS cyclists are more predisposed to group cycling than others and importantly, whether group journeys are different from the journeys those cyclists typically make. These concerns are reflected in the four research questions below and which guide the analysis covered in Section 6.3:

1. Where are group-cycling journeys, when are they made and who makes them?
2. Are there different types of group-cycling journeys and cyclists?
3. To what extent are group journeys different from the journeys that cyclists typically make?
4. To what extent is group cycling a means through which individuals are introduced to the LCHS?

As yet, there is very little academic research in Transport Studies that has focussed substantively on group cycling. Two small-scale case studies of claimed behaviour that briefly discuss the subject found that respondents reported greater feelings of safety when cycling in groups (Aldred 2012) and that for a small sample of female cyclists, group
cycling was a motivation for returning to cycling (Bonham & Wilson 2012). Whilst it would be possible to study group-cycling behaviour in more detail with larger travel surveys, one reason for the lack of large-scale observational research on the subject may be data availability. Typically in data-driven studies, cycling behaviours are observed by recruiting a small number of self-selected participants and monitoring their travel behaviours over a determinate period of time using GPS (Dill & Gliebe 2008). In order for group-cycling behaviours to be measured using such means, entire social networks would need to be recruited and their behaviours continually monitored, which would likely be problematic.

Despite the lack of research directly measuring group cycling, there is some existing work that is of relevance here. A well-documented barrier to cycling within cities is that of personal safety (Jacobsen 2003). In his 2003 study titled ‘Safety in Numbers’, Jacobsen (2003) found that collision rates involving walkers and cyclists actually declined as the number of people walking and cycling in an area increased. It is unlikely that those walking or cycling exercise greater caution towards motor vehicles when there are many other walkers or cyclists in an area and Jacobsen (2003) argues that it is motorists’ behaviours that are moderated by the increased number of pedestrians or cyclists. It is perhaps reasonable to assume that Jacobsen’s (2003) ‘Safety in Numbers’ thesis also applies to group cycling: group journeys are likely to be more visible than journeys made independently and by extension, group journeys may be materially safer than non-group journeys. That the bicycles available through the LCHS are arguably iconic and conspicuous, and that LCHS users appear as more vulnerable road users – they are less likely than other cyclists to wear helmets or technical clothing (Goodman et al. 2014) – it might be argued that groups of LCHS cyclists moving around London simultaneously may represent a special case of the ‘Safety in Numbers’ thesis.

Whilst the real safety of cyclists is clearly important, fears about personal safety when cycling actively affect decision-making processes. Importantly, these fears are not experienced evenly across demographic groups, with concerns about cycle safety found to be a greater constraint for women than men (Garrard et al. 2012). Although as the previous chapter suggests, the differing spatial travel behaviours of LCHS men and women may reflect numerous factors, the differences in gendered behaviours described in Chapter 4 are large. The fact that, irrespective of geodemographics, women are routinely under-represented amongst the scheme’s most heavy users and appear to preferentially select parts of the city associated with greater levels of safety, may partly reflect the same differing perceptions and attitudes found in many other studies. It might be the
case, as was reported in Aldred (2012), that group cycling positively impacts upon, or helps overcome, the safety concerns of individual LCHS cyclists and subsequently their cycle behaviours. Although it is difficult to make strong inferences about group cycling’s impact, it is certainly important to distinguish between the group journeys and non-group journeys of male and female LCHS cyclists, as well as those who are typically less extensive scheme users.

The work discussed in this chapter represents the first large-scale study of group-cycling behaviours of its kind. Again, this new contribution is made possible by the fact that the LCHS provides a total and precise record of behaviour. It would be very difficult within a traditional travel survey to recruit large numbers of complete social networks and monitor the entirety of their travel behaviours. In this respect, the group cycling analysis is perhaps the closest in ambition and substantive content to a ‘computational social science’ (Lazer et al. 2009) contribution. It is worth remembering, however, that in mining LCHS user records, it is possible only to make inferences about group-cycling behaviour. Unlike with survey-based methods, behaviours are not recorded directly. In addition, the analysis covered here misses a particular type of LCHS usage. As discussed in Chapter 3, it is possible to access LCHS bicycles either as a formal member or through paying on the day of travel as a ‘casual’ user. Casual users generally make around 35% of all LCHS journeys. Analysing journeys made by casual users can be problematic and their group behaviours, or group journeys made between members and casual users, are not examined here. Nor are the group-cycling behaviours of LCHS cyclists and ‘normal’, non-bikeshare cyclists.

6.2 Data processing

6.2.1 Labelling group-cycling events

The approach to classifying group journeys taken in this chapter is relatively crude. For each member, instances where that person made the same journey (OD pair) with another member at the same time are identified. A two-minute window is used to allow for slight variations in both releasing and docking bikes at a journey’s origin and destination. If this ‘same journey’ happened with a pair of members on more than one occasion, those members are assumed to be bikeshare ‘friends’ and all same journeys that occur between the two members to be group journeys.
There are problems with this approach. By imposing an exact match on origin and destination, occasions where members cycle with other members for a section of their journey are necessarily excluded. Whilst it might be possible to relax this rule and test only for matching origin station and time, this would lead to greater uncertainty around whether or not journeys are indeed made together and firmer rules may then need to be imposed on the frequency of these events happening between pairs of members. Similarly, a fixed two-minute window may exclude group journeys where, for various reasons, one member takes substantially longer to dock or undock their bike. Clearly the reverse may also be true: that even with relatively strict rules for defining group journeys, two individuals making exactly the same journey on more than one occasion may not be known to one another. It may be possible to derive a model for estimating the probability of these ‘non-friend’ interactions. However, to be classified as a group journey, a pair of members must make exactly the same journey (within a two-minute window) on more than one occasion. Given these constraints, it might be assumed that those cyclists take the same route and therefore are likely to cycle together.

Running this analysis on the ca. 83,000 members that made journeys in the 12-month study period, just under 20% of members are found to make group journeys and group journeys represent 3% of all 5.09 million journeys. For most members, there is relatively little variation in the size of their group-cycling networks, or the amount of group cycling in which they engage. Ordering group cyclists according to the number of bikeshare ‘friends’ they have (blue), and group journeys they make (grey), reveals a power-law distribution that commonly exists in social networks (Barabsi & Albert 1999). The majority of cyclists (80%) making group journeys do so with just one other friend and 74% make less than 10 group journeys. Calculating the scale-free exponent ($\gamma$) from the two curves using the maximum likelihood method, the resulting $\gamma$ for the number of group journeys made per member is 2.4 and for the number of friends group-cycling members have, is 2.0. A high value for $\gamma$, as is found here, suggests a very concentrated network. The probability of finding members with a large number of ‘friends’ or making a large number of group journeys is small.
Clearly the group-cycling behaviours explored in this chapter are only inferred through analysing LCHS journeys and the possible explanations behind behaviours are informed speculations. One means of validating the group-cycling classification, as well as the commuter classification in the previous chapter, might be to recruit a sample of LCHS cyclists and ask them to recall their usage of the scheme. Aside from the fact that such travel surveys would be difficult to administer, with recall bias perhaps the greatest concern, at present it would not be possible to link surveyed customers with their LCHS usage records for reasons of data privacy.

### 6.2.2 Visual design

The aim in this chapter is a description of group-cycling behaviours that is both detailed and large-scale. The first two research questions set out above (Section 6.1) are about characterising various types of group-cycling journeys. An important component is also to explore whether particular types of cyclist are predisposed to group cycling, or predisposed to making particular group-cycling journeys. These aims are analogous to earlier work by Slingsby et al. (2013). Here, the authors develop visualization software that enables social communication behaviours to be explored spatially, temporally and by demographic and behavioural category. The design components and interactions that appear in Slingsby et al.’s (2013) work share some similarities with the main exploratory application used in this study. The more general, population-wide group-cycling be-
haviours of LCHS cyclists are therefore explored within the existing software, also used heavily in Chapter 4. Only one addition appears for the group cycling analysis: a ‘slider’ is added to filter group cyclists according either to the number of group-cycling journeys they make or group-cycling friends they have (Figure 6.3).

The strength of the existing tool is that it enables a global overview of cycling behaviours. Slingsby et al.’s (2013) work, however, also allows individual participants’ spatiotemporal contact behaviours to be studied. A second application for studying individual members’ behaviours and their relationships with other members (Figure 6.2) is developed. The same technique for drawing flow lines, and which was first proposed in Wood et al. (2011), is used in the map view. However, non-group and group journeys are separated using colour hue. In the top left margin, month-on-month volumes of group (red) and non-group (blue) journeys are displayed and below that the selected member and their
bikeshare ‘friends’ are summarised according to key demographic and behavioural variables. Clicking on any of these friends isolates only group journeys made by these people. In addition, various ordering and filtering techniques are created to facilitate iterative exploration of particular sub-groups of members.
6.3 Analysis

6.3.1 Studying group-cycling behaviour

**Figure 6.4:** Map view: journey lines are weighted according to number of members making journeys. The LCHS’s three hub stations, two of which located at major rail terminals (King’s Cross and Waterloo), but also in central London (Holborn), are labelled. Temporal view: group journeys appear in blue; all journeys made by the member population are grey. Background mapping uses Ordnance Survey data Crown copyright and database right 2014.

**Figure 6.5:** Demographic and behavioural profile of group cyclists. From the left: gender, level of usage based on RF groups, 2011 Output Area Classification groupings and temporal cluster membership.
Where are group-cycling journeys, when are they made and who makes them?

Figure 6.4 is a summary of the spatial and temporal structure of group-cycling journeys. Displayed in grey is the relative number of journeys by hour and day of week made in the period 14th September 2011 – 14th September 2012. In blue is the same summary showing only group journeys. Studying the temporal view, it is immediately obvious that the temporal profile of group journeys is very distinct. Compared to total LCHS usage, where 15% of journeys take place at weekends, weekends account for a very large portion (48%) of group-cycling journeys ($\phi_c = 0.2$, $RR = 3.1$). In addition, a much greater proportion of journeys take place late during Friday and Saturday evenings (between 8pm and 2am): 6% of group journeys happen during Friday and Saturday evenings, whilst this figure for all journeys is 2% ($\phi_c = 0.04$, $RR = 2.7$). The corollary is that many fewer journeys take place during commuting peaks: 58% for all journeys and 32% for group journeys ($\phi_c = 0.1$, $RR = 1.8$).

Studying the spatial structure of group journeys, London’s parks appear to be a focus of group-cycling activity. A number of journeys can also be found south of the River Thames, within central London and extending east. A very dominant spatial pattern is of journeys between Waterloo rail station and Holborn in central London (labelled in Figure 6.4), where many workplaces rather than shops and other facilities in London are located. Selecting these journeys by performing a spatial filter on the map, a large number coincide with weekday morning peaks. Half of all group-cycling journeys within this region take place between 6am-10am on weekday mornings, whilst this figure for all journeys is just 32%. The reverse is true when only journeys within London’s parks are selected: the weekends become especially dominant. Selecting on group journeys that take place within central London itself, peaks are found that coincide with commuting hours, but also lunchtime journeys become particularly prominent towards the end of the working week.

In Figure 6.5 a demographic and behavioural summary of group cyclists is provided. Compared with the total member population, women, high RF scheme users and members living in OAC Cosmopolitan communities, generally affluent inner-city areas, are over-represented amongst group cyclists. Given the spatiotemporal pattern of group-cycling journeys in the previous figure, it is not surprising that the cluster group weekenders are over-represented. However, it is also the case that a large portion of group cyclists (29%) are 9-to-5 ers, a group that typically uses the scheme for commuting purposes.
6.3. ANALYSIS

Are there different types of group-cycling journeys and members?

In some respects, the spatial and temporal structure of group-cycling journeys confirms some preconceptions: the weekends, parks and lunchtimes are a focus of group-cycling activity. However, there is evidence of a variety of group-cycling behaviours. For example, almost a third of all group journeys still coincide with commuting peaks and the main commuter cluster group, 9-to-5 ers, make up a large portion of group cyclists. Studying these cluster groupings, and the spatiotemporal structure of their journeys, is a useful means of characterising such varying behaviours.

Weekenders are a relatively small group of members (15% of the total member population) typically living within the London area, but who use the LCHS infrequently. Over a quarter of weekenders (26%) are group cyclists, greater than for the total member population (20%) ($\phi_e 0.1, RR 1.3$). Perhaps as expected, weekenders’ group-cycling journeys are very concentrated within weekend times (Figure 6.6) and spatially within London’s parks and along the River Thames. A noticeable difference between all journeys made by weekenders and those journeys that are group journeys, is that group journeys appear more spatially extensive. Significant numbers extend east, as well as along the north and south sides of the river. When selecting non-group journeys made by weekenders, however, an extremely dominant pattern is of journeys within Hyde Park. This suggests that, when cycling in groups, weekenders generally make a more diverse set of journeys. One way of partially testing this finding quantitatively is to calculate the number of unique journeys, unique OD pair combinations, taken by weekenders. Whilst 31% of all journeys taken by weekenders are unique, this figure for group journeys is 55% ($\phi_e 0.2, RR 1.8$), perhaps suggesting that group journeys for weekenders are indeed more diverse than their typical journeys. In terms of demographics, women are very over-represented amongst the weekenders who are also group cyclists; they constitute 35% of all weekenders but 45% of group-cycling weekenders ($\phi_e 0.1, RR 1.3$).

9-to-5 ers and postworkers together constitute 39% of the total member population. The groups consist of heavy (in the case of 9-to-5 ers) and occasional (in the case of postworkers) commuters often living outside of London. Comparing group journeys with all journeys that these groups typically make, a large proportion coincide with weekends (Figure 6.6). At the same time, however, group journeys for these people do take place during commuting peaks. In fact, group-cycling journeys are even more concentrated within commuting times for post-workers than all journeys taken by these members (Figure 6.6). Studying the spatial patterns of these journeys, the hub stations tend to
occupy a large proportion of peak-time group-cycling activity. Journeys either starting or finishing at hub stations comprise 38% of all peak-time group journeys made by 9-to-5 ers, whereas for all 9-to-5 ers hub stations only account for 15% of these journeys ($\phi_c 0.1, RR 2.6$).

*Anytime users* are a large group of members who apparently use the scheme for a variety of purposes. Over a third (35%) of *anytime users* are group cyclists. Studying their group journeys, the weekends become particularly prominent, but so too do journeys taken later in the evening on Fridays and Saturdays (Figure 6.6). In fact, *anytime users* comprise 59% of all members making group journeys between 8pm-2am on Fridays and Saturdays. *Anytime cyclists* are generally more active scheme users living relatively close to a LCHS docking station and it perhaps makes sense that those making group journeys later in the evening fit this profile. However, women are over-represented amongst the group cyclists who make these late evening weekend journeys. Whilst they constitute 29% of all group cyclists, 33% of group cyclists making late evening group journeys are women. This is particularly surprising as when considering all journeys (both group and non-group) taking place at these times, women are under-represented: just 22% of members using the scheme in the late evening are women ($\phi_c 0.1, RR 1.5$).

Finally, *lunchtime users*, who represent 19% of the member population, consist of generally male, occasional scheme users who live outside of the London area. A relatively small proportion (9%) of these members are group cyclists. Their group journeys coincide with lunchtime hours, but compared with all journeys taken by this group, there is a noticeable peak on Fridays.
Figure 6.6: Temporal and spatial views of group journeys by cluster membership. Temporal view: all journeys in grey; group journeys in blue. Map view: non-group journeys are blue; group journeys are red. Journey lines are weighted by the number of members making journeys. Since group cyclists represent just 20% of LCHS members, if the same colour scale were used to weight group journeys as non-group journeys it would be very difficult make a comparison; non-group journeys would appear very light and transparent in colour. To enable better comparison, colour weightings for group and non-group journeys are scaled independently. Background mapping uses Ordnance Survey data Crown copyright and database right 2014.
Are group journeys different from the journeys a member typically makes?

In the previous section, the cluster groupings served as useful descriptors for identifying different types of group cycling. This analysis, and the temporal profiles displayed in Figure 6.6, suggests that differences do exist between the journeys a member typically makes and those that member makes within a group. Visually exploring members' group journeys at an individual level enables a detailed evaluation of these differences. Here, the extent to which group journeys differ at this individual level is studied more systematically by repeating the same clustering procedure described in Chapter 3, but for group cyclists, only their group-cycling journeys are considered.

Although 20% of members are group cyclists, and therefore a number of objects in this second cluster analysis are altered, when run on a 2,000 sample of members (with a representative number of group cyclists), a 5-cluster solution still produces a relatively well-defined set of clusters (ASW = 0.43). Inspecting the temporal profile of these cluster
groupings (Figure 6.7), the same set of labels can be used to describe the output groupings from this ‘clustering with group cycling replacement’ as in the original cluster analysis. Moreover, of those members who are not group cyclists, only 2% have switched cluster groupings from the original analysis. This suggests that a comparison between these two independent analyses can reasonably be made.

Studying the extent to which group journeys are measurably different, then, 48% of group-cycling members are now in a different cluster grouping than in the original analysis. The largest shift in membership is in the *anytime* user group. Sixty-seven percent of *anytime users* switched cluster grouping, with 51% now classed as *weekenders*. A smaller shift also appears with *9-to-5 ers*, 23% of which are now classed as *weekenders*. These differences make intuitive sense, as it is reasonable to assume that members who use the scheme regularly and for commuting travel would tend to make a larger proportion of their group-cycling journeys at weekends. It is also logical that 14% of *9-to-5 ers* are now classed as *postworkers*. One might expect work-related group journeys to take place during the evening rather than the morning peaks and therefore for a number of *9-to-5 ers* to switch in this direction when filtering only their group journeys. Although this analysis may miss more subtle differences in behaviours, it does provide evidence of the extent to which individuals’ group-cycling behaviours are measurably different from non-group behaviours.

**To what extent is group cycling a means through which members are introduced to the scheme?**

In their study of gender and cycling through the life course, Bonham & Wilson (2012) found that group or social cycling is a means through which adult women are reintroduced to cycling. The same might also be true of LCHS usage: members might be introduced to the scheme first through cycling with others. A database query is therefore performed to find all instances where the first ever journey made by a member is a group journey. The demographic and behavioural characteristics of these ‘first-time group cyclists’ are then studied to test whether certain individuals are predisposed to this behaviour. In practice, mining the historical journeys dataset one cannot be absolutely certain that the first journey appearing in a member’s records is in fact their first ever LCHS journey. As discussed, in addition to registering as a formal member, cyclists can hire bikes as ‘casual’ users. Tracking returning casual users is problematic and casual journeys that a member may have made before formally registering cannot be easily identified. It should
be noted, then, that when describing the first time a member has used the scheme, only the first journey that individual made as a bikeshare member is considered.

In total, this applies to around 20% of all group cyclists. An additional 15% of members made a group-cycling journey within a week of their first ever journey. A significant finding is that women are very over-represented amongst members whose first journey was a group journey. Whilst 29% of group cyclists are women, female members represent 48% of all ‘first time group cyclists’ ($\phi_c = 0.2, \text{RR} = 1.6$). The scheme’s least active members, those who use the LCHS rarely and who have not used it recently, are also over-represented amongst members whose first ever journey was a group journey (11% of all group cyclists, but 24% of first time group cyclists, $\phi_c = 0.2, \text{RR} = 2.2$).

These findings perhaps suggest that, for a particular type of member, group cycling is indeed a means through which cyclists are introduced to the LCHS. Studying members’ bikeshare ‘friends’ provides further context to these relationships. For each group-cycling member, the individual they cycle with the most – their ‘best friend’ – is identified, along with all journeys made with this best friend. For 87% of members, the first group journey they made, not their first ever journey as a member, was with this best friend. Since 80% of members have just one bikeshare friend, one would expect this proportion to be large. However, this is particularly true of female group cyclists: 85% of male cyclists’ first group journeys were with a best friend, whereas for women, this proportion is 92% ($\phi_c = 0.1, \text{RR} = 1.1$). Returning to the idea of ‘first time group cyclists’, such a difference also exists for those members whose first ever journey is a group journey: 93% of first-time group cyclists’ first journeys were taken with their best friend, whilst this was the case for 86% of non first-time group cyclists ($\phi_c = 0.1, \text{RR} = 1.1$).

Further analysing these best friend relationships, 34% of male group cyclists’ best friends are women and 84% of female group cyclists’ best friends are men. The relative probabilities of these two events happening, essentially the female-male split of group cyclists, is 29% and 71% respectively. Female members are therefore more likely to have best friends that are men; and men are more likely to have best friends that are women. These differences again exist when studying first time group cyclists: 89% of female first time group cyclists and 44% of male first time group cyclists made their first ever journey with a cyclist of the opposite gender. An additional, but relevant point is that a large proportion (37%) of group cyclists share exactly the same full postcode as their best friend. Again, this is especially true of first time group cyclists, 55% of which made their first ever journey with a friend sharing the same postcode.
Several insights into the group-cycling behaviour of LCHS members should be highlighted from the analysis discussed in this chapter. Firstly, group journeys do appear to fit an expected pattern of ‘leisurely’ activity. A large proportion of group journeys take place at weekends, within London’s parks and along the banks of the River Thames and analysing the group journeys of lunchtime users, Friday lunchtimes are a particular focus of group-cycling activity. In many cases, these group journeys are different from the journeys members typically make and often these differences conform to expectations. For 51% of anytime users, 23% of 9-to-5 ers and 19% of members originally classified as postworkers, their group journeys typically fit the profile of the weekenders cluster group. Such findings perhaps reinforce the idea that group cycling is discretionary: a planned, leisure-oriented activity taken between members that are likely to be known to each other.

At the same time, however, a different type of group-cycling activity was identified that is perhaps more serendipitous. Studying peaktime group journeys, hub stations were found to be extremely dominant. It is reasonable to question whether, given the prominence of these hub stations and the times at which these journeys are made, ‘genuine’ planned group behaviour is being measured here. For instance, it could be the case that two individuals do not know each other, but cycle the same route at the same time on more than one occasion merely through chance. Since group journeys are almost identical, having started and ended at the same docking station within a two-minute window, however, one might assume that these two individuals have taken the same route and the benefits conferred by group cycling discussed in Section 6.1 – increased visibility and increased perceived safety from being surrounded by other cyclists – would still apply. These instances, then, perhaps represent a separate category of group activity; one that is partially imposed onto members due to the way the LCHS hub stations are organised. For example, since two of the three hubs are located at major rail stations, situations where a commuter train arrives and causes a surge of competition for bikes at the hub docking station are likely. LCHS operators might then manually replenish this station with bikes, before bikes are immediately withdrawn by a group of waiting members. It is difficult to formally quantify the extent of this ‘imposed’ group-cycling behaviour. However, in total 11% of group cyclists make group journeys involving hub stations during the weekday peaks, suggesting that this ‘imposed’ group cycling behaviour may be relatively substantial.
An important motivation for studying group cycling, particularly within an urban context, relates to safety. Given the findings discussed in Chapter 4, where women appear to preferentially select parts of the city that are perhaps associated with greater levels of safety, studying women’s group-cycling behaviours was particularly important. It is therefore instructive that women are over-represented amongst group cyclists. In addition, this is true of the weekenders cluster group: a collection of members that typically live within the London area, but who are generally inexperienced or infrequent users of the LCHS. There is both visual and quantitative evidence to suggest that weekenders’ group journeys are more spatially diverse than their non-group journeys and it might be argued that for these people group cycling enables more extensive cycling activity. The same might apply to women who use the scheme late in the evening: women are over-represented amongst late evening group-cycling journeys, but under-represented amongst non-group journeys made at this time.

The possibility of group cycling perhaps enabling scheme usage is addressed directly in Section 6.3.1. For a large proportion of group cyclists (20%), the first journey ever made as a member was indeed a group journey. This is surprising since group journeys constitute just 9% of all journeys made by group cyclists. Women are over-represented amongst ‘first time group’ members and are also more likely to make first time group journeys with their bikeshare ‘best friend’ – the person they subsequently cycle with the most. Studying ‘best friends’ in more detail, there is a very high incidence of best friends of the opposite gender and sharing the same postcode; and this is also true for the friends first time group cyclists make their first journeys with. Especially for women, then, group cycling may help initiate usage of the LCHS and close or immediate friendships may be particularly important to motivating this early scheme usage.

As well as the findings themselves, the group cycling analysis perhaps represents a symbolic contribution. It demonstrates how an aspect of behaviour that would be very difficult to investigate using traditional means can be studied with the LCHS usage data. If group cycling behaviours were to be observed using GPS-based survey methods, for example, entire social networks would need to be recruited and their behaviours monitored continuously over a relatively long period of time, which would clearly be impractical. That the analysis begins to address gaps within current literature, and that findings and implications are discussed in the context of more established theory (Jacobsen’s (2003) ‘Safety in Numbers’ thesis), it might be argued that this chapter is closest in ambition and content to a genuine ‘computational social science’ study. It makes a novel and substantive contribution to an established social science domain.
6.5 Moving forward

The three analysis chapters (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) and method chapter (Chapter 3) discussed to this point have directly addressed two of this study’s research questions. Chapter 4, together with Chapter 3, set out an approach to exploring and describing different LCHS usage behaviours (RQ1) and Chapters 3, 5 and 6 offer approaches to labelling behaviours (RQ2). In studying an aspect of cycling that has so far received little attention, this chapter also makes a contribution to the overall research question: How, and to what extent, can the LCHS dataset be used to contribute to current research in Transport Studies? Each of the findings chapters were nevertheless cautious when offering explanations for the very detailed usage behaviours elicited. Some speculative explanations were given, usually with recourse to existing literature (as in Chapter 4). However, as the spatial analysis of members’ workplaces in Chapter 5 suggests, there are clearly a number of factors or controls that might variously affect cyclists’ usage behaviours. In the final analysis chapter, an attempt is made to consider individual members’ spatial travel behaviours in greater detail. The chapter considers the likely routes cycled between pairs of docking stations and the extent to which the busyness and difficulty of these likely routes might explain differences in individuals’ spatial travel behaviours.
Chapter 7

Towards explanation?

Abstract
This final analysis chapter aims to investigate spatial differences in travel behaviour identified in Chapter 4 in more detail. Routing information for every cycled OD pair in the LCHS dataset is estimated using a popular cycle routing engine and from this information, heuristics on the nature of routed journeys are collected. A problem with this approach is that there is no means of knowing how closely estimated routes relate to customers’ actually cycled routes. The chapter therefore focuses on an aspect about which there is greater certainty: the bridge that is suggested by the routing algorithm for journeys that involve a river crossing. Differences in male and female cyclists’ apparent use of bridges are observed, which appear to relate to the geography of those cyclists’ workplaces. Furthermore, studying heuristics for suggested routes over these bridges, there is some evidence to suggest that women may be under-represented amongst commuting journeys that involve a river crossing because those very journeys are associated with relatively busy and demanding routes. These findings are nevertheless quite speculative. Aside from the fact that actual routes are conflated with suggested routes, a number of confounders cannot be easily accounted for: the economic geography of the city, the fact that docking stations are more difficult to use at certain space-times than others and the relative availability of transport alternatives. The chapter reflects on these factors and their implications for explaining observed cycling behaviours.
7.1 Research context

In Chapter 4, distinctly different spatial cycling behaviours were found between male and female LCHS users. As well as being less likely than men to use the LCHS regularly and to make apparent utility journeys, women appeared to preferentially select journeys between docking stations located in more ‘pleasant’ parts of the city – either within parks, or in areas associated with low and slow-traffic streets. These findings are consistent with existing research around men’s and women’s claimed cycling preferences and one explanation is that they reflect differing attitudes towards cycling held by men and women. This explanation is nevertheless quite speculative. The commuter analysis in Chapter 5 suggests that gendered differences in spatial travel behaviours may also relate to the differing geography of men’s and women’s workplaces. Another problem is that with only origins and destinations, and no information about the routes taken, it is possible only to guess at the nature of routes that these journeys entailed.

In this chapter, the spatial cycling behaviours of men and women are studied in more detail by collecting estimated routing information for every cycled OD pair in the LCHS dataset. The CycleStreets engine is used to approximate these routes. The ambition is to use this analysis to test the claims made in Chapter 4, but also investigate specific themes of analysis. For example, another finding, only briefly discussed in Chapter 4 is that women are less likely than men to make journeys that involve a river crossing. This finding is true even after controlling for geodemographic and behavioural differences between male and female cyclists. Since London’s bridges are generally associated with relatively large, fast-moving roads and with roundabouts or busy junctions at either side, one might hypothesise that such journeys are particularly stressful or demanding; and that this again might explain differences in the relative numbers of men and women choosing to make river crossing journeys. Using detailed information collected from CycleStreets, the chapter aims to address the following questions:

1. Which bridges are most likely to be used by men and women?
2. To what extent are these bridges crossed equally in either direction (northbound and southbound)?
3. Are journeys that involve a river crossing generally more demanding than other journeys made between LCHS docking stations?
4. What are the discriminants of quiet ‘estimated’ route choice selection?

\[\text{www.cyclestreets.net}\]
This chapter therefore partially attempts to consider LCHS cyclists’ route choice. Within Transport Studies, there is a relatively large set of literature that addresses route choice more directly, with both survey-based studies of stated route preference and observational studies of ‘revealed’ preference. Typically in stated preference studies, respondents are asked to rank different cycle facilities, or suggest a preferred cycle route given a set of pre-defined route options (Bovy & Bradley 1985, Tilahun et al. 2007, Heesch et al. 2012). In revealed preference studies, cyclists might be asked to recall a route that they cycled and those routes compared against a sample of routes generated by a GIS (Larsen & El-Geneidy 2011). Other approaches involve directly observing participants’ actually cycled route choices. Menghini et al. (2010) analysed GPS tracks from a comparatively large dataset of 70,000 trips to reconstruct individuals’ actually cycled routes. The authors then generated a full set of alternative (non-chosen) routes from which actually cycled routes could be evaluated. Although the volume of data in Menghini et al.’s (2010) study was far greater than in previous studies, data were collected by a private company and not necessarily for the purpose of route preference analysis. No personal information on individuals, for example their gender or age, was revealed and cycle journeys had to be inferred using a mode detection algorithm. A similar approach was taken by Broach et al. (2012) using a smaller GPS dataset of 164 cyclists’ journeys, but here the observational data were combined with a richer set of personal attribute information collected as part of a travel survey.

Such structured, experimental studies are clearly highly effective in answering specific questions about perceived (for stated preference) and apparent (for revealed preference) preferences around route choice. Broach et al. (2012), for example, were able to quantify the extent to which distance, turn frequency, slope, the presence or absence of traffic signals and traffic volumes all affect route choice selection. The obvious strength is that in such studies route choices are known and therefore only evaluated against a set of directly relevant alternatives. In this study, there is clearly no information on cyclists’ actual route choices. Only a likely route for each cycled OD pair in the LCHS dataset can be generated and the nature of these likely cycled routes studied along with the frequency with which they are made. That the route suggested by the CycleStreets algorithm may be substantially different to the one that is actually cycled is clearly a concern. Whilst one study found that actually cycled routes of commuters rarely deviate from the route suggested by a GIS (Aultman-Hall et al. 1997), another found that on average there is only a 26% overlap between actually cycled routes and GIS routes (Dalton et al. 2013). These latter concerns are one reason for focussing on cyclists’ use of bridges.
LCHS cyclists clearly have a limited set of choices for crossing the River Thames and the disparity between cyclists’ actual and ‘routed’ use of bridges may be relatively small.

### 7.2 Data processing

The CycleStreets engine is used to generate suggested routes for every cycled OD pair in the LCHS dataset. CycleStreets is designed specifically for cyclists and aims to suggest practical routes taking into account the quality of cycling infrastructure, the likely busyness of roads and expected travel times given a number of attributes. The routing algorithm uses various tags collected as part of the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project and working with the Department for Transport, its creators have converted detailed survey data on cycling infrastructure for use in OSM. As a result, the cycle routing considers factors such as: path and surface type and quality, travel time, the presence or absence of signage, the presence or absence of obstacles and traffic calming measures, as well as whether or not a path is lit.

The algorithm works by generating a map of available routes, simplified into a network of straight lines joining nodes (the nodes represent junctions or route start and end points). Distances from the beginning of a journey to all nearby nodes are calculated. For each node, the current distance travelled and route taken is recorded. If it is possible to travel between nodes using a shorter route, then that route is selected as a preferred means of travelling between nodes. The process is repeated until the best route is selected, which is defined as the route that minimises distances between nodes. In order to generate practical routes, various costs are imposed on distances between nodes; and this is how the more detailed attributes collected through OSM are incorporated into the routing algorithm.

CycleStreets allows its users to select one of four route optimisations: shortest path, fastest route, balanced (a mix between travel time and route quietness) and quietest route. For the purpose of this analysis the fastest route is selected. This option may result in bikes being routed on larger or faster roads at certain sections. The reason for selecting this over the balanced or quietest option is that for many, use of the LCHS is occasional and after qualitatively evaluating a small number of routes suggested by CycleStreets, this option appears to suggest more obvious routes that do not require

[www.openstreetmap.org](http://www.openstreetmap.org)
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extensive familiarity with London’s road and cycle network.

CycleStreets provides a web Application Programming Interface (API) to its routing system. Spatial coordinates representing an OD pair are passed to the API through an HTTP request and data on each route returned as XML. Along with a String of coordinates representing waypoints for each route, the following are returned by the API: section length (m), surface type, travel time, turn instructions, count of signalled junctions or crossings and section elevations. Also returned is a ‘quietness’ score for every planned route. The quietness score ranges from 0% (not at all quiet) to 100% (most quiet) based on a qualitative evaluation of each road or path collected though OSM. Most quiet (quietness score of 100%) are cycle tracks and park paths – generally off-road routes. Slightly less quiet are ‘quiet streets’, at 75% quietness and shared-use facilities, at 80%. ‘Busy roads’ are given quietness scores of 50% or less. For each route a single quietness score is provided, taking into account the relative distance travelled on such roads or paths. Routing data are harvested for all ca. 200,000 cycled OD pairs in the LCHS dataset and the processed data stored in an SQLite database. To illustrate how the routing data are structured and queried, table schemas appear in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>oStation</th>
<th>dStation</th>
<th>itinerary</th>
<th>quietness</th>
<th>bridge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>37424975</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Blackfriars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>37425607</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Waterloo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37425611</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>37426896</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Vauxhall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Route summary schema.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>itinerary</th>
<th>leg</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>#jncts</th>
<th>#crossgs</th>
<th>turn</th>
<th>coords</th>
<th>elevation</th>
<th>dist</th>
<th>time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37424975</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Buckley</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.113...</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37424975</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mepham</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>lft</td>
<td>-0.113...</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37424975</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Waterloo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>rlt</td>
<td>-0.111...</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37424975</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alaska St</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>lft</td>
<td>-0.111...</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Route section schema.

One of the reasons for collecting these data was that heuristics on estimated routes might be used to make judgements about how challenging particular journeys are. Existing research on safety and cycling infrastructure suggests that the nature and extent of road junctions and roundabouts, the presence of cycle paths, road user speeds and the presence
of right (in the UK and Australasia) and left (elsewhere) turns variously affect both real and perceived levels of safety (Wang & Nihan 2004, Hels & Orozova-Bekkevold 2007). As well as the quietness scores, then, turn instructions and crossings data for each route are processed and stored.

### 7.2.1 Measurement validity

As discussed, one weakness of the approach taken in this chapter is around the probable mismatch between LCHS users’ actually cycled routes and those suggested by the CycleStreets routing engine. One means of partially evaluating how well estimated routes might reflect actually cycled journeys is to make a comparison of travel times. Each routed travel time is evaluated amongst the distribution of actually cycled travel times for each OD pair. This comparison is made on all OD pairs where travel times should tend to a normal distribution: where that journey has been repeated at least 30 times. Each routed travel time for an OD pair \( rtt_{od} \) is then converted into a \( z \)-score given the distribution of actually cycled travel times for that OD pair \( att_{od} \):

\[
 z \text{- score} = \frac{rtt_{od} - att_{od}}{\text{std}(att_{od})}
\]

One problem with this approach is that travel times should follow a normal distribution. Studying journeys between individual OD pairs and their associated travel times, however, distributions with heavy tails (Figure 7.1) are common. This is not particularly surprising; even amongst bikeshare members one would expect discretionary, ‘ambling’ journeys on many routes. To partially correct for this, for each OD pair of actually cycled travel times, the right tail (95th percentile) is removed before calculating the \( z \)-scores. Figure 7.1 shows a frequency distribution of these \( z \)-score values. Whilst most \( z \)-scores lie within a relatively small band of values, the distribution is slightly positively skewed from zero, suggesting that routed travel times are faster than actual travel times, but that this difference is systematic. As well as calculating \( z \)-scores for each routed travel time, the skewness and kurtosis for the distribution of actually cycled travel times of every OD pair is calculated. In only 7% of occasions are values for skewness (>2) and kurtosis (>3) very large, suggesting a long right tail. The systematic differences in actual and routed travel times are therefore perhaps not due to the fact that the travel time distributions are non-normal. Instead, the differences might be explained by the fact
that, not included in the routed travel time, is the time spent undocking and wheeling
a bike to a road at the start of a journey and returning a bike to its docking station at
the end of a journey. In addition, LCHS bikes themselves are very heavy, with a limited
number of gears. It is conceivable that the average speeds suggested by CycleStreets for
routes are significantly faster than those likely to be cycled using a LCHS bike. For all
bikeshare journeys routed using the CycleStreets engine, this average speed is 10 mph,
which takes into account factors such as road type, elevation and delays at junctions.

Assuming these factors do overly inflate LCHS travel times, a penalty of 30 seconds is
added to the routed travel times (for undocking and docking bikes) and all routed travel
times are increased by 10% (to adjust for the weight and nature of LCHS bikes). Doing
so has the effect of centring the z-scores (Figure 7.1): 78% of (adjusted) routed travel
times lie within one standard deviation of actually cycled travel times for the journeys
they aim to represent. If actual travel times were randomly selected from a distribution
of travel times for a single OD pair in the LCHS dataset, one would expect 68% of
these $z$-scores to lie within one standard deviation of the mean. This analysis perhaps
suggests, then, that routed travel times do relate to the distributions they are supposed
to represent and that for a large portion of OD pairs, routed travel times are reasonably
close to the centre of these distributions.
Figure 7.1: Top: Distribution of travel times for a single OD pair. Middle: $z$-scores calculated for OD pairs where more than 30 journeys are made (and which therefore have a distribution). Bottom: the same data are plotted, but routed travel times are adjusted to account for time spent undocking and docking LCHS bikes and to control for the nature of LCHS bikes.
7.3 Analysis

7.3.1 Suggested use of bridges

Gender and routed use of bridges

An important finding from the first analysis chapter relates to differences between men’s and women’s spatial travel behaviours. One insight here is that there are consistently fewer women, and fewer journeys made by women, over bridges than men. In total, 19% of the 5.09 million journeys taken by LCHS members between September 2011 and September 2012 involve a river crossing, with river crossings representing 15% of women’s journeys and 20% of journeys taken by men. This is true even after controlling for geodemographic differences in the population of male and female LCHS cyclists. This finding is investigated in more detail here by studying the likely bridges used by LCHS
cyclists, as suggested by CycleStreets.

**Commuting and gendered (routed) use of bridges**

Figure 7.2 gives relative frequencies for members’ estimated use of bridges. In the top row of charts, journeys over each bridge are expressed as a proportion of all journeys involving a river crossing. Below that, the same percentage figures are reported by gender and later by gender and commuter and gender and weekend journeys. The exploratory analysis in Chapter 4 identified large flows around Waterloo, the City of London and Holborn and it is not surprising that, according to the routing algorithm, Waterloo, Southwark and Blackfriars are the most heavily used bridges. Differences between male and female use of these bridges can be easily identified and appear spatially consistent. Relatively more journeys are made by men across bridges close to the City of London and women are over-represented amongst journeys to the west – across Westminster, Lambeth and Vauxhall bridges.

As discussed, there may be a combination of reasons for these differences in the spatial travel behaviours of men and women. An early explanation, made in Chapter 4 with reference to existing literature, might be related to differing preferences and attitudes. A second contributory factor, discussed towards the end of Chapter 5, is that observed spatial travel behaviours must also be motivated by where individuals need to travel to access work and other facilities. Returning to Figure 5.9 in which the geography of women’s workplaces is contrasted with those of male LCHS cyclists, the gendered differences in men’s and women’s usage of bridges appear to reflect where LCHS members’ jobs are located. This also appears to be true of Figure 7.2 When filtering only by journeys labelled as commutes, the differences between male and female usage of bridges are reinforced. Men are more likely to cross Southwark bridge than women and women are more likely to cross Lambeth bridge than men when commuting journeys that involve river crossings are compared. In contrast, there is much greater convergence between men and women when journeys not associated with commuting (weekend journeys) are compared (Figure 7.2).

The geography of LCHS members’ workplaces may therefore be a large factor in explaining differences in men’s and women’s relative usage of bridges. However, it is still the case that women are under-represented amongst all journeys involving a river crossing; and this is especially the case for commuting journeys (Figure 7.2). In addition, although
there is some convergence between men and women at weekends, women still remain slightly over-represented amongst journeys that involve bridge crossings to the west of the city.

**Imbalances in directions of travel**

![Graph showing the relative balance of southbound-northbound journeys over each bridge, as suggested by CycleStreets.](image)

Figure 7.3: The relative balance of southbound-northbound journeys over each bridge, as suggested by CycleStreets.

Certain bridges – Southwark, Blackfriars and Lambeth – tend to be crossed more northbound than southbound and for others the reverse is true. It is rarely the case that there is a perfect balance in the number of northbound and southbound journeys over bridges. There is some convergence between men and women in this respect. Both men and women are more likely to cross Southwark, Blackfriars and Lambeth northbound and are more likely to cross the other bridges southbound. This imbalance is perhaps also related to commuting. Bridges associated with men’s commuting (Southwark and Blackfriars) and also women’s commuting (Lambeth) are even more likely to be crossed northbound when filtering on commuting journeys and of all commuting journeys that involve a river crossing, 53% of crossings are northbound across the river.
To an extent, this imbalance in favour of northbound commuting journeys might be expected: commuting members make relatively more morning than evening commutes (55% of commuting journeys take place in the morning peak) and workplaces tend to be located north of the river. However, non-commuting journeys that involve a river crossing have an imbalance in the opposite direction: 57% of non-commuting journeys involving a river crossing are southbound journeys.

**Routed use of bridges and journey quietness**

One explanation for the fact that fewer women make journeys across bridges than men is that the bridges themselves might be perceived to be difficult to negotiate. This is because London’s bridges tend to contain relatively fast-moving roads that require riders to negotiate large roundabouts with signalled junctions at either side. This might also be a partial explanation for the fact that there are fewer journeys over bridges at times when more discretionary rather than utility journeys are made – for instance at weekends. Collecting heuristics on the nature of routed journeys, it might be possible to investigate this claim further and identify whether journeys over particular bridges are in fact more demanding than other journeys.

Firstly, frequency-weighted average quietness scores for all journeys that involve bridge crossings are compared with those that do not. Of all actually travelled journeys, those involving a river crossing are in fact associated with slightly higher quietness scores than those that do not, although the difference here is small (52.2 for river crossings; 51.2 for non-river crossings, Cohen’s $d$. 0.1). Studying other route heuristics, such as absolute numbers of signalled crossings and right turns, and numbers of crossing and turns per km travelled, it appears that journeys involving a bridge crossing are perhaps more technically demanding than other journeys. There is a moderate difference between the average number of signalled junctions or crossings encountered for journeys that involve a bridge crossing and those that do not (4.7 for bridge crossings; 3.3 for non-bridge crossings, Cohen’s $d$. 0.7). There is also a small-to-moderate difference between the number of right turns for journeys that involve a river crossing and those that do not (6.4 bridges, 5.3 non-bridges, Cohen’s $d$. 0.4); although this is not the case when normalising by the distance travelled for these journeys.

There is greater variation in quietness scores when comparing between bridges. Journeys over Southwark, Blackfriars and Waterloo tend to be associated with higher quietness
scores than Westminster, Chelsea, Victoria and Tower Bridge; and journeys over Southwark bridge are associated with particularly high quietness scores (Figure 7.4). Considering the gendered profile of bridge use identified in Figure 7.2, an interesting observation can be made. Journeys over bridges with relatively high levels of female usage, and particularly commuting usage, are in fact less quiet than those associated with men’s usage. Assuming these suggested routes in fact do approximate to individuals’ actually chosen routes, one might tentatively suggest that women are under-represented amongst river crossing journeys because the routes they must make to commute involve greater levels of risk, or are at least more challenging than those taken by men. This is reflected in the average quietness scores for men’s and women’s commuting journeys that involve a river crossing: for men this figure is 53.0; for women it is 51.4 (d. 0.2).

It is very difficult to provide supporting evidence using the LCHS dataset for formally confirming this claim. The many confounders discussed in Section 7.1 still apply: the geography of members’ homes, workplaces or other significant activities; interactions between these locations and the provision and availability of bikes in the LCHS; and also the relative availability of transport alternatives. It is very difficult to account for each of these factors using LCHS dataset alone. However it is the case, when comparing male and female commuting cyclists, that women are less likely to commute across the river than men: 24% of men’s commuting journeys involve a river crossing, whereas this value for female members’ commuting journeys is 18%. In addition, further support to the claim that suggested route quietness may motivate scheme usage and therefore journey frequency, is the finding that, after excluding commuting journeys, members tend to make more journeys southbound across the river than northbound. This is true even when journeys between the large hub station located at Waterloo are excluded from this analysis. Studying quietness scores for journeys in either direction, these southbound journeys across the river are measurably quieter than northbound journeys (avg quietness = 55.2 southbound; 47.9 northbound, effect size Cohen’s d. 0.65).
Table 7.3: Average quietness scores, number of signalled junctions or crossings and number of right turns for all journeys made by various subsets of the LCHS population. Effect sizes (Cohen’s d.) between subsets are also reported.

Figure 7.4: Distribution of quietness scores for observed journeys over bridges, as suggested by CycleStreets, are shown as box plots (left) and effect sizes (Cohen’s d.) for differences between frequency-weighted average quietness scores by bridge appear (right). An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) model evaluating these differences is also created.
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7.3.2 Discriminants of quiet estimated route choice

Relationship between journey frequency and suggested quietness

One hypothesis that might be suggested from the above analysis is that route quietness is positively related to journey frequency: ‘quiet’ routes are likely to be cycled more frequently than less quiet routes. This is because there are fewer non-commuting, ‘discretionary’ journeys made northbound across the river, where quietness scores are lower, and fewer commuting journeys made by women that involve a river crossing, also involving lower quietness scores. To test this hypothesis, Pearson’s correlation coefficients are calculated on these two variables – quietness and journey frequency – for all OD pairs. Whilst quietness scores are normally distributed, journey frequencies (by OD pair) are very strongly positively skewed. Frequency values are first $\log_{10}$ transformed for each OD pair to contrive a more normal distribution. Running correlation coefficients on various geodemographic and behavioural subsets of the member population – on commuting and non-commuting journeys and on group and non-group journeys – there is, however, only a very weak positive correlation (from 0.08-0.18) between journey frequency and quietness score.

That there is so little differentiation in these correlation coefficients, even when filtering on more ‘discretionary’ journey characteristics such as group cycling, might suggest that individuals’ route choice, or rather OD pair choice, is not strongly influenced by route quietness. As discussed, there are various confounders that cannot be easily accommodated within this analysis. Choice or popularity of OD pair is likely to be motivated by that pair of docking stations’ visibility or by individuals’ knowledge or experience of the scheme; and journeys are likely to be concentrated between parts of the city where particular activities, such work or shopping, take place. With no a priori knowledge of individuals’ travel requirements or full set of circumstances, and without modelling for the usability of the scheme at particular space-times, it is very difficult to generate an ‘expected’ model of docking station usage against which observed patterns can be evaluated. There are also of course wider and more fundamental problems of measurement validity – the fact that derived routes are conflated with actual routes. Clearly this enquiry would be more substantial if cyclists’ actual routes were known; the routing decisions that individual cyclists make could be analysed against a set of non-chosen alternatives, as well as within this framework of wider personal circumstances.
CHAPTER 7. TOWARDS EXPLANATION?

Discriminants of quiet estimated route choice

A final research aim for this analysis was around whether demographic and behavioural variables might be used to predict route quietness. This is partially investigated in Table 7.3. Studying quietness scores alone, however, there is little difference in the journeys made by various behavioural and other groups. Variables such as the number of right turns and river crossings are more discriminating. Journeys involving a river crossing are associated with greater numbers of signalled crossings and right turns (although not when controlling for distance) than those not involving a river crossing. It is also the case that commuting journeys are associated with more signalled crossings and right turns and that the reverse is true of journeys taken at weekends. The effect sizes for these comparisons are nevertheless quite small.

Since the individual heuristics themselves – quietness, turn and crossing frequency – are not particularly discriminating, one means of extending this analysis more formally may be to create a composite measure of route ‘stressfulness’ that takes into account the three route heuristics appearing in Table 7.3 and use this composite as a dependent variable in a regression analysis. The behavioural and demographic variables appearing in Table 7.3 would then be used as predictor variables. The same confounders discussed in the previous section would nevertheless apply and would need to be accounted for in any proposed model.

7.4 Discussion

This chapter attempted to investigate in greater detail LCHS cyclists’ spatial travel behaviours and preferences. Using the detailed routing information collected from CycleStreets, differences in the likely bridges used by male and female cyclists were identified. By studying heuristics for the nature of these journeys, it was possible to add further explanation to the gendered differences identified in Chapter 4. For example, the fact that women are under-represented amongst commuting journeys involving a river crossing may be explained by the possibility that their routed commuting journeys are more busy and challenging than those taken by men. In addition, the imbalance in northbound and southbound journeys during ‘discretionary’ cycle times might be explained by the fact that routed southbound journeys taken over the river are less challenging than northbound journeys.
As its title suggests, an ambition for this chapter was to progress towards an explanatory data analysis. Whilst the discussed analysis certainly enabled informed explanations to be suggested, the claims again remain quite speculative. An obvious reason for this is that routes are only estimated and not recorded directly. The existing literature around revealed preference introduced at the start of this chapter makes relatively concrete conclusions because participants’ route selections – either observed or reported – are known. These known routes can then be evaluated against a set of alternatives to suggest individual preferences. Whilst earlier chapters have discussed deficiencies with more ‘traditional’ datasets and highlighted opportunities provided by the LCHS dataset, also implicit within them have been the limitations associated with using such passively collected data to analyse social behaviour. A more thorough exposition of these limitations appears in the Conclusion chapter.

An important consideration to emerge out of this, and much of the preceding analysis, is that spatial travel behaviours are likely to be a function of numerous factors: the economic geography of the city, interactions between docking stations at particular space-times, the relative availability of transport alternatives, as well as individual perceptions and attitudes to cycling. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the size and completeness of the LCHS dataset enables city-level variations in spatial cycle behaviours to be identified. If aspects of individuals’ route preferences cannot be investigated without recording routing information directly, it may be possible to take a different approach to studying spatial behaviours and create a model that considers each of the explanatory variables mentioned above in turn and evaluates their effects. For example, it might be possible to generate a model of expected spatial commuting that takes into account, amongst other things, members’ home locations, the geography of workplaces in London and the availability of transport alternatives. Observed patterns of commuting in the LCHS dataset, given the classification in Chapter 5, might be compared against this model and the effect of these and extraneous factors quantified. However, like many spatial interaction frameworks (Zhao & Kockelman 2002) this model would necessarily make many assumptions and the existing literature on route preference discussed in Section 7.1 would perhaps still offer the most reliable and substantial research findings.
7.5 Moving forward

This chapter attempted to address RQ3 of this study: To what extent can identified behaviours be explained? Its approach was certainly less exploratory than in previous chapters. The chapter was focussed around a relatively constrained, empirically informed research question: to what extent do the nature of routed journeys explain gendered differences in river crossings? Additional data (estimated routes) were then collected with the aim of answering this research question. Rather than the more speculative, exploratory analysis techniques used in earlier chapters, particularly Chapter 4, a relatively straightforward set of quantitative analysis techniques was also used. In the final chapter, the substantive data analysis that appears through Chapters 3 to 7 is synthesised. The chapter starts by revisiting the three research objectives set out in the Introduction and the extent to which they were achieved. It then articulates this study’s main research contributions, which relate both to empirical findings but also the analysis approach. The practical implications for operating bikeshare schemes and policy-related implications for promoting cycle behaviour are then enumerated and the chapter concludes by reflecting on some obvious limitations and opportunities for future research.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

Abstract
This research has met many of its stated objectives. Through detailed spatiotemporal analysis, rich descriptions of cycling behaviour were delineated. That these descriptions relate so strongly to an established set of research suggests that meaningful and perhaps generalisable behaviours can be identified from the LCHS data. The behavioural classifications and substantive analysis in Chapters 5 and 6 is evidence that behaviours can be labelled. This labelling was made possible by the completeness and size of the dataset and many of the classification techniques might not have been repeated in traditional, actively-collected datasets. Throughout this project, hypotheses for explaining behaviours were offered. These hypotheses were made more nuanced by the fact that various spatiotemporal and behavioural controls were investigated using tailored visual analysis software. As the analytical enquiry progressed, and more contextual data or labels were created, the hypotheses and possible explanations became more sophisticated still. There are nevertheless limitations to the LCHS dataset, which make methods for formally quantifying these explanations and hypotheses problematic. This research offers a potential framework and contributes important derived contextual variables for undertaking such formal testing. The research contributions relate both to findings and technique. Chapter 4 provides large-scale evidence to support existing research around gender and urban cycling and the group cycling analysis (Chapter 6) offers several new insights that relate to, and extend, two earlier small-scale studies on the theme. A further academic contribution relates to approach. The LCHS measures use of a new cycle infrastructure and a new user population. As a result, there was some uncertainty around how individual cycling behaviours might be structured and how
they relate to non-bikeshare cycling. By designing flexible visual analysis interfaces, usage behaviours were very quickly explored and characterised. The immediacy of the interactions and the intuitive nature of the designs also enabled colleagues with specialist knowledge of the scheme, but who were new to data analysis, to participate in this research. The same approach might be taken by others working in similar analysis contexts.

8.1 Analysis objectives

This was a data analysis study that aimed to develop a set of research findings that contribute to, and extend, existing research on cycling behaviour within the Transport Studies domain. The analysis sought to identify different cycling behaviours, characterise those behaviours and, considering various spatial, temporal and thematic aspects, suggest motivations behind them. This was reflected in the three research objectives introduced in Chapter 1:

- **Objective 1**: To identify distinct customer cycling behaviours through exploring space-time patterns of travel.
- **Objective 2**: To develop classification techniques for confirming research themes and labelling behaviours identified through exploratory analysis.
- **Objective 3**: To suggest and investigate possible explanations for observed behaviours.

Each of these objectives is now addressed in turn and related to the substantive content of the analysis chapters.

8.1.1 Identifying behaviour

Firstly, the data analysis presented through Chapters 4 to 7 demonstrates that distinct and coherent cycling behaviours do exist and can be characterised. In Chapter 4 differing spatiotemporal cycling behaviours of male and female users were found that are consistent with current research on gender and urban cycling behaviour. The specific findings
and contributions to this literature are enumerated in Section 8.2.1. However, an obvious finding was that women are less likely than men to cycle for commuting purposes and are more likely to preferentially select more ‘cycle-friendly’ parts of the city. This insight was discovered using the exploratory analysis software and the behavioural variables described in Chapters 3 and 4. Here, customer level data were linked to geodemographic classifiers, a set of behavioural variables for describing customers were precomputed and a visual analysis application was built for exploring the customer-related variables and spatiotemporal aspects of their behaviour. The motivation for building this software was that multiple variables could be compared simultaneously and different spatiotemporal structures of behaviour explored in an immediate and efficient way. An important element of the analysis described in Chapter 4 is that different confounders or controls can be considered. For example, it appears that some of the gendered differences in cycling behaviours relate to differences in the population of male and female customers subscribing to the scheme. Women are over-represented amongst customers who apparently live outside of London and who typically use the scheme heavily and in particular parts of the city. That it was then possible to immediately control for this by filtering according to ‘distance from docking station’ and also later bikeshare cycling experience, meant that some of the earlier findings could be questioned and more ‘fundamental’ differences that persist between men and women articulated.

8.1.2 Labelling behaviour

The second objective was to attempt at labelling more formally many of the behaviours identified during exploratory analysis. The work discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 certainly demonstrates that this is possible. The commuter classification in particular allowed specific findings to be investigated with greater certainty. For example, briefly discussed in the exploratory analysis in Chapter 4 were differences in relative numbers of journeys taken interpeak during weekdays. The temporal profile of these interpeak journeys varied when separate spatial selections were made and one hypothesis was that some represented journeys taken during cyclists’ working day; others were likely to be ‘leisure’ trips. By labelling all suspected commuting journeys in the dataset, it was possible to then identify interpeak journeys made within cyclists’ working day: journeys made by members after commuting into work in the morning or before commuting home from work in the evening.

Each attempt to label behaviour, including the early behavioural variables introduced in Chapter 3, served to augment the LCHS dataset, enabling richer descriptions of observed
behaviour and more detailed hypotheses for explaining behaviour. They also enabled ‘gaps’ in the customer database that are inevitable in such passively collected data to be partially filled. For example, a consequence of the commuter classification was that a spatial reference for individuals’ workplaces was created. Studying the geography of these workplaces in the latter sections of Chapter 5, an important observation emerged: that the geography of LCHS cyclists’ derived workplaces differs by gender and appears to relate to differences in the actual geography of men’s and women’s workplaces in London. This was a useful reminder that spatial differences in cycle journeys may not be essential – they may not reflect wider differences in men’s and women’s approaches and attitudes to cycling – and that spatial travel behaviours are also likely to be a function of where individuals need to travel to access work and other facilities.

The labelling of behaviours enabled new themes of analysis and novel insights to be articulated and this novelty was made possible thanks to the scale, completeness and precision of the LCHS dataset. Chapter 6 on group cycling, is perhaps the most obvious here. It would be difficult to investigate group cycling using traditional, survey-based datasets. If group cycling were to be studied in an observational way, using GPS surveys, entire social networks would need to be recruited, which would be problematic. Whilst group-cycling behaviour is only approximated, and group-cycling journeys made by casual users are absent from this analysis, the group cycling analysis does make a novel contribution to the Transport Studies domain (see Section 8.2.1).

This argument extends to the other classification techniques – the commuter classification and behavioural variables discussed in Chapter 3. Each were again made possible by the completeness and precision of the LCHS dataset. Running the temporal clustering and RF segmentation on a dataset of customers’ claimed, rather than digitally observed or recorded, cycling behaviours would clearly be problematic. Whilst it might be possible for survey respondents to recall the number of bikeshare trips they made over a month-long period, it would clearly be unrealistic to ask about their entire usage of the scheme and more unrealistic still to ask about the specific docking stations they arrived at and departed from, as well as the time in seconds at which these events happened.

8.1.3 Explaining behaviour

Throughout this research, speculative explanations behind observed behaviours were offered and suggested. In Chapter 4, early explanations were made more nuanced by
very quickly investigating different controls and confounders that might also account for
differences in men’s and women’s cycling behaviours. Possible explanations were also val-
didated with recourse to existing literature. As the data analysis progressed, descriptions
of behaviours, and therefore possible explanations, became more sophisticated and earlier
hypotheses were questioned. Again, most obvious here is that differences in the geogra-
phy of men’s and women’s workplaces must also explain differences in their spatial travel
behaviours and later that specific aspects of these journeys – the bridges encountered –
may also have an effect.

Whilst data-driven explanations were suggested, this study lacks a formal explanatory
data analysis (Blaikie 2003) chapter and Objective 3 – to suggest and investigate possible
explanations for observed behaviours – was only partially met. This was loosely the
intention for Chapter [7] which attempted to consider the effect of route difficulty or
‘stressfulness’ on LCHS cycling behaviours and involved collecting a separate dataset
with the aim of answering this research problem. Concerns around measurement validity
– around conflating actual with estimated routes – meant that the analysis was relatively
modest in ambition. Differences in men’s and women’s use of bridges and in suggested
‘route stressfulness’ were outlined and a later section of the chapter attempted to consider
the various influences or discriminants of quiet route choice selection more formally.
Separate to the problems associated with estimating cycle routes, various confounders
that might explain spatial travel behaviours were discussed in this chapter: that choice or
popularity of OD pair is likely to be motivated by an individual’s knowledge or experience
of the scheme, by the usability of the selected OD docking stations and by the fact that
journeys will be concentrated between parts of the city where particular activities are
located. An expected model of docking station usage controlling for each of these factors,
and against which observed behaviours might be evaluated, was suggested. This research
makes some progress here, contributing important contextual variables. Developing such
a model might be an obvious and immediate challenge for others working with similarly
detailed bikeshare data (see Section 8.4.2).
8.2 Research contribution

8.2.1 Thematic contribution

The overriding research question asked: How, and to what extent, can the LCHS dataset be used to contribute to current research on cycling behaviour in Transport Studies? Some of the most substantial domain findings have just been summarised. The tables that appear in this section are used to again list these findings and locate them within the Transport Studies literature to which they aim to contribute. The section is divided in to the two most substantial analysis themes: gendered cycling behaviours and group cycling.

Gendered cycling behaviour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding and source</th>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong commuting function identified for men and leisure function for women. (Ch. 4).</td>
<td>Survey (Heesch et al. 2012) and observation-based (Dill &amp; Gliebe 2008) studies.</td>
<td>Supporting evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slower travel times observed for women. (Ch. 4).</td>
<td>Observation-based study (Dill &amp; Gliebe 2008).</td>
<td>Supporting evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women preferentially select parts of the city associated with slow-traffic streets and cycle lanes offset from major roads. (Ch. 4).</td>
<td>Survey-based (Tilahun et al. 2007, Garrard et al. 2008) and observational (Dill &amp; Gliebe 2008) studies of preferences.</td>
<td>Supporting evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female cyclists more likely than men to commute in the morning than the evening peaks. (Ch. 4) confirmed Ch. 5.</td>
<td>New insight.</td>
<td>New insight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female cyclists less likely than men to make interpeak journeys during their working day. (Ch. 4) confirmed Ch. 5.</td>
<td>New insight.</td>
<td>New insight.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A relatively efficient description of findings and short list of supporting literature appear in Table 8.1. Chapter 4 itself provided detailed descriptions of gendered scheme usage.
These identified behaviours are very consistent with an active set of existing literature, both survey- and observation-based, into gender and urban cycling behaviour. That identified bikeshare cycling behaviours relate so strongly to this literature, and that cycling behaviours are internally consistent, perhaps gives credibility to the new insights that appear in Table 8.1. It is also evidence that distinct and meaningful behaviours do exist and can be identified within the LCHS dataset (Objective 1). At the same time, however, and as discussed in Chapter 7, the findings relating to men’s and women’s likely route preferences should be argued cautiously. It is also conceivable that some of the ‘new insights’, for example the fact that women are more likely to commute in the morning rather than evening peaks, will be particular to bikeshare schemes themselves. Their underlying motivations should nevertheless be regarded as relevant to the wider discussion of gender and urban cycling.

### Group-cycling behaviour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding and source</th>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Especially for less experienced cyclists, group cycling journeys are more extensive in both space and time: for some people, group-cycling may help overcome barriers. (Ch. 6).</td>
<td>New insight related to Aldred’s (2012) and Jacobsen’s (2003) studies.</td>
<td>New insight/consistent evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A large portion of group cyclists’ first ever journeys were group journeys: group cycling may be a means of initiating cycling. (Ch. 6).</td>
<td>New insight related to Bonham &amp; Wilson’s (2012) qualitative study.</td>
<td>New insight/consistent evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First ever journeys are typically taken with a member of the opposite gender and sharing the same postcode: immediate relationships may be important to initiating bikeshare cycling. (Ch. 6).</td>
<td>New insight related to Bonham &amp; Wilson’s (2012) qualitative study.</td>
<td>New insight/consistent evidence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The motivation for investigating group cycling came from two studies of cycling attitudes and cultures. Aldred’s (2012) qualitative study found that respondents reported greater feelings of safety when cycling in groups and in Bonham & Wilson’s (2012) study group cycling was reported as a motivation for returning to cycling having not cycled since childhood. In Chapter 6 a further motivation was set out with reference to Jacobsen’s (2003) ‘Safety in Numbers’ thesis. Since LCHS bikes are relatively conspicuous, it was
argued that groups of LCHS users cycling together in space and time might represent a special case of the ‘Safety in Numbers’ thesis. The main findings from the group cycling analysis seem highly relevant to Aldred’s (2012), Jacobsen’s (2003) and Bonham & Wilson’s (2012) work: women and less active scheme users appear to make more spatially and temporally varied journeys than they would make normally when cycling in groups; and for a large portion of group cyclists, their first ever journey as a LCHS member was a group journey.

### 8.2.2 Analytic contribution

#### Behavioural classifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique and source</th>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recency-Frequency segmentation. (Ch. 3).</td>
<td>Not previously used for analysing traveller behaviour.</td>
<td>Existing technique, new to domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardised travel time ($z - score$) calculation for individual customers. (Ch. 3).</td>
<td>Similar technique appears in Lathia et al. (2010) and Agard et al. (2011).</td>
<td>Existing technique, new to bikeshare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal clustering of individual cyclists. (Ch. 3).</td>
<td>Similar technique appears in Lathia et al. (2013) and Agard et al. (2011).</td>
<td>Existing technique, new to bikeshare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifying commuting events by deriving individuals' workplaces. (Ch. 5).</td>
<td>Technique and parameters developed are specific to bikeshare context.</td>
<td>Adapted technique, specific to bikeshare context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifying group-cycling behaviour. (Ch. 6).</td>
<td>Technique developed is specific to bikeshare context.</td>
<td>New technique, specific to bikeshare context.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The observation that large, behavioural datasets are relatively new to the Transport Studies domain was made in Section 8.1. There is not a comprehensive literature analysing such timed, OD data, at least for researching individual-level travel behaviours and in Table 8.3 the techniques developed for labelling behaviours are located amongst others within the domain. The Recency-Frequency segmentation introduced in Chapter 3 is a very simple technique that has a long history in database marketing (Novo 2004), but...
has to the author’s knowledge not before been used in the context of travel behaviour research. The travel time $z$ – score algorithm, which shares similarities with recent work by Lathia et al. (2010) and the temporal clustering of behaviours, again used by Lathia et al. (2013) and Agard et al. (2011), perhaps enable new, more sophisticated ‘views’ on traveller behaviour (see Section 8.2.2) than in more traditional datasets. Again, to the author’s knowledge, they have not previously been used with bikeshare datasets. The commuter classification relies on a commonly used spatial analysis technique (kernel density estimation), but was adapted for this research and might be used by others researching commuting behaviour with similar, individual-level origin-destination (OD) data. Finally, the group-cycling classification is an entirely new technique, which might be taken and refined by others.

Applied visualization

A wider analytic contribution relates to the approach taken in this study: to the use of visual analysis software in analysing a large, passively collected behavioural dataset. As discussed in the Introduction chapter, this is one of the first large-scale studies of its kind: one of the first to use the LCHS dataset for researching individual-level cycling behaviour. Unlike much of the existing literature, the LCHS usage data were not necessarily recorded for this purpose. There are obvious gaps in the dataset that variously limit the data analysis and potential research questions that might be asked. At the start of the analysis, there was some uncertainty around whether these gaps might be partially filled by leveraging external data or computing derived variables. In addition, as a new dataset recording use of a relatively new cycle facility, it was not certain whether meaningful, individual-level cycling behaviours exist – about the extent to which bikeshare cycling behaviours relate to more general cycling behaviours.

As discussed in Chapter 2 with reference to Sedlmair et al.’s (2012) design study paper, visual approaches to analysis are particularly suited to such speculative analysis contexts. For Sedlmair et al. (2012), design studies are applied visualization projects, which start with some data and a domain problem, but where there is usually a degree of uncertainty about the specific aspects of the dataset and research problem that might be studied. Visual analysis techniques are then used to progress the data analysis to a point where both these things are more concrete: where there is a specific set of research questions and the tasks and information used to answer those questions are clear.
Such a trajectory is true of the work described here. By precomputing behavioural variables and designing flexible visual analysis interfaces for exploring their spatiotemporal context, it was possible to very quickly discover numerous usage behaviours. The analysis of gender and LCHS cycling behaviour described in Chapter 4 was conducted entirely within the main set of exploratory analysis software and within a single analysis session. The chapter started with a relatively high-level question – how do male and female cyclists use the LCHS? After very quickly characterising men’s and women’s behaviours, specific hypotheses and research questions were explored in some detail. The exploratory visual analysis enabled a dialogue with the LCHS dataset and as the analysis chapters progressed, the overall analysis approach became less speculative.

The descriptions of visual analysis process in this study may be relevant to both the Information Visualization and Transport Studies research communities. Whilst the specific visual encodings and methods of interaction were not novel, there are relatively few examples in Information Visualization of their use in such an involved, long-term analysis project (Wood et al. in press) and the description of applied, problem-centred research may be relevant to this community. In terms of the Transport Studies domain, there has been a recent growth in the number of large, public transport datasets recording individual-level behaviours (Bagchi & White 2005, Lathia et al. 2012). The use of visual techniques for exploring and discovering early insights from such data may be of interest to those working with similarly structured datasets and with similarly broad research questions.

A more general case for the described visual analysis approach can be made with reference to current criticisms of analogous, data-driven approaches to social science research that were introduced in Chapters 1 and 2. This work, which typically involves taking secondary, passively-collected datasets measuring human behaviour, has been criticised for being too computer science-focussed: too much emphasis is placed on new and sophisticated computing techniques that are scaleable and not enough on discovering real domain insight (Giles 2012, Watts 2013). One reason is that often such work is led by computer scientists, with little involvement of the social science domain (Giles 2012). Sedlmair et al. (2012) discuss this problem when critiquing design studies. For Sedlmair et al. (2012, p. 2436) ‘it is essential [for visualization researchers] to learn about the target domain and the practices, needs, problems and requirements of domain experts’. In this study, such a criticism might have been avoided by the fact that the author has some expertise in social science research as well as computing and spent time engaging directly with the transport domain; attending and contributing at conferences and publishing in
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transport-related journals. However, an active partner in this research, with specialisms in Transport Operations and Planning, and extremely detailed working knowledge of the scheme itself, was Transport for London (TfL). Although various extraneous factors may explain the success in engaging colleagues at TfL, the visual analysis applications had some effect. Findings were discussed collaboratively with TfL using the main exploratory visual analysis tool. TfL were able to ask specific questions about customers’ usage behaviours and these questions were immediately investigated and discussed by interacting with the visual analysis software. As the work on identifying customers’ likely workplaces attests (Chapter 5), TfL could contribute even to the more involved analytic activities. Whilst the specific findings of this research may possibly have been reached using non-visual data mining techniques, the creation of interactive visual analysis software perhaps more uniquely supported this context of collaborative analysis and engagement. The documented approach may therefore be used by others working with similarly large, passively collected datasets and who may wish to collaborate across specialist domains.

8.3 Research implications

The academic implications of this research have been discussed. Specific research findings were located within the Transport Studies literature in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. That the work has been published in major journals in Transport Studies (Transportation Planning and Technology and Transport Research Part C), Geography (Computers, Environment and Urban Systems) and Information Visualization (Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics) is further evidence of the domain-specific impact. It was also argued that the visual analysis approach may have wider research implications outside of these domains. A particularly promising domain area might be in health informatics. Patient and clinical data are now increasingly processed and managed digitally. Interactive visual analysis interfaces might be designed to enable healthcare administrators to explore these large data when making resourcing decisions, or clinicians might use such applications to rapidly query and interrogate historical data when considering individual cases (Kamal et al. 2014). Perhaps more closely aligned to the research described in this document, the very large, historical patient data may bring new opportunities for clinical research (Shneiderman et al. 2013, Kamal et al. 2014). Whilst Randomized Control Trials are the ‘gold standard’ for evaluating clinical interventions, it would be possible to identify from historical data entire cohorts suffering from a particular condition and receiving a particular treatment and at least explore the effects of various controls on patient
outcomes (Shneiderman et al. 2013). Again, the claim of relevance to broader data-driven research might be supported by the fact that invited talks have been delivered at forums separate to Transport Studies and Information Visualization: Health research, Digital Publishing and Journalism (see list of Publications on page vii). Below, two further communities, or rather ambitions, are discussed: attempts within government and elsewhere to promote cycling; and efforts by those working in operations to ensure bikeshare schemes are an efficient and viable transport option.

8.3.1 Promoting cycling behaviour

The large spatial differences in travel behaviours between men and women, and the nature of those differences, suggests that provision of cycling facilities is important for promoting urban cycling amongst women and under-represented cycle groups. Although the possible motivations for these differences were only suggested, that they were observed in such a large population of cyclists is compelling and may help in arguing for investment in cycle facilities or, more generally, in achieving greater gender equality in urban cycling. Evidence of this impact is in written feedback received from colleagues at TfL:

The analysis of gendered motivations and barriers to using the scheme tell us something about broad cycling behaviour in London. This substantial evidence base will help us secure sustained political and financial support to the ambitious plans set out in the Mayor’s 2013 Vision for Cycling in London.

Peter Wright, Senior Cycling Delivery Planning Manager, TfL

A slightly more unique case can be made for incentivising group cycling. There is some evidence to suggest that group cycling may be a means of initiating cycling behaviour and that it might, for certain individuals, support new types of cycling, or journeys that those individuals might not normally make.

Arguments for more specific interventions might be made with reference to the analysis of estimated routes (Chapter 7). The differences in levels of ‘quietness’ over heavily used bridges identified in Figure 7.4 as well as the frequency with which LCHS cyclists use those bridges at discretionary and non-discretionary times, might suggest that attention should be focussed on improving infrastructure on and around specific bridges: Westminster, Vauxhall and Lambeth. This might be a particular priority if certain types
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of behaviour – for example greater levels of utility cycling amongst women – are to be promoted.

8.3.2 Operating bikeshare schemes

A challenge for operators at TfL is to encourage greater levels of usage outside peak times and during the working day. The commuter classification enabled interpeak journeys likely to be made within customers’ working day to be labelled. In certain parts of the city, these journeys are concentrated during the lunchtime peaks; in others, they are made more gradually throughout the interpeak period and perhaps by cyclists working at London’s universities. The profiles and descriptions of such interpeak activity might be used by those at TfL wishing to incentivise this interpeak behaviour.

One of the most substantial challenges facing bikeshare schemes, and also one of the most cited sources of dissatisfaction with the LCHS (Transport for London 2013), is around bike availability: around being able to collect a bike at a given origin station and easily drop off that bike at an appropriate destination. This is a greater problem at peak times and for those who wish to use the scheme for commuting. Since for each commuting member, a set of docking stations representing their likely ‘workplace’ is known, it might be possible to send e-mail or SMS alerts suggesting alternative docking stations if members’ preferred stations become full at the time they typically commute home.

Finally, by profiling the entire customer population, operators at TfL have a greater understanding of how the scheme is used more generally. The fact that usage data are collected continuously means that different types of behaviours can be monitored as the scheme expands and matures. This information might then be used to inform further expansions or other aspects of the scheme’s design (see Section 8.4). Again, below is evidence from TfL of the contribution in this respect:

Your customer classification and analysis of geographic trends has informed phase 3 of the scheme’s expansion into south-west London and intensification of the existing area.

Peter Wright, Senior Cycling Delivery Planning Manager, TfL
8.4 Research limitations and extensions

The limitations of this data analysis study have remained implicit in most analysis chapters. Some of the limitations apply to any research project, some are unique to the LCHS dataset and some relate to the scope and approach taken in this research. Acknowledging what the data analysis does and does not do enables potential gaps to be identified and from there some immediate future research goals can be articulated.

8.4.1 Datasets

The analysis chapters focussed on many of the LCHS dataset’s strengths. For example, the fact that the dataset contains a complete, population-level and precise record of behaviour meant that city-wide spatiotemporal cycling behaviours could be characterised and certain themes of analysis examined substantively for the first time. There are nevertheless obvious problems with the LCHS dataset that would not appear in more ‘traditional’, actively collected datasets.

Demographic detail

Firstly, a lack of demographic information meant that the population structure of LCHS cyclists could not be fully described and compared to a wider cycling population. Whilst respondents’ gender is recorded, there is no information on the age and ethnic composition of bikeshare members. It may be the case that bikeshare cyclists are systematically different to ‘normal’, non-bikeshare cyclists in London or the UK, but it is not possible to quantify this mismatch from the LCHS usage and customer data alone. There is also a separate problem of measurement error here: that, for example, a female bikeshare cyclist may lend their access key to a male cyclist. There is, then, no guarantee that the journeys attributed in the LCHS database to a single member are in fact made only by that member. In addition, since information on individual journey purpose is not recorded directly, the commuting, group cycling and temporal clustering of members were useful shorthands for summarising members and their likely journeys. Clearly, though, such delineations necessarily led to assumptions about cyclists’ journey purpose and without direct access to LCHS members there is no obvious way of validating those assumptions.
In future work, these problems might be overcome by actively surveying bikeshare customers. It was not possible in the data-sharing agreement established with TfL to gain access to individual cyclists’ contact details. As long-term relationships between researchers and bikeshare data owners develop (Wood et al. in press), however, such information might be made available, or bikeshare operators might make it possible for individuals to volunteer basic information, such as their age and ethnicity, as part of the registration process. A more formal survey that recorded participants’ demographic characteristics, but also asked about their typical cycling habits and the types of journeys they make through the LCHS, would also help characterise differences between bikeshare and non-bike cycling. A more intractable problem is that of measurement error. Reflecting on this in their analysis of the LCHS dataset, Goodman & Cheshire (in press) suggest that instances of bikeshare cyclists lending their access keys to others might be rare: the fact that registered members incur substantial charges if a bike is hired for a number of hours and are also liable to pay substantial penalties if a bike is lost or damaged may discourage this sharing of access keys.

**Spatial detail**

Another deficiency of the LCHS dataset relates to the lack of detailed spatial data. One of the most substantial findings discussed in this document is around the large differences in spatial travel behaviours between men and women. Since only the origins and destinations of bike journeys are known, however, there were obvious limits to the spatial analysis that could be completed; particularly analysis that relates to cyclists’ route choice and preferences. Understanding what might motivate these differences, and particularly the extent to which the provision and relative quality of cycle facilities influence behaviours, would be a substantial research task.

As discussed in Chapter 7, a number of observational studies into ‘revealed’ route preference already exist and on which a study of LCHS trajectories might draw. An obvious challenge for the future will be to investigate whether GPS devices could be attached to at least a sample of LCHS bikes or whether using communities such as [STRAVA](http://labs.strava.com/) it might be possible to collect volunteered data on actually cycled routes.
8.4.2 Techniques

The limitations discussed above were generally unavoidable in this project. For example, it was not possible in the data sharing agreement established with TfL to gain access to the full names and addresses of LCHS users and contact them in order to collect their ethnicity, age, occupation and other information. There are, though, some limitations that relate to the nature and scope of the completed analysis.

Study period

Firstly, the research findings are based on a specific 12 months of usage data: from September 2011 - September 2012. The spatial extent of the scheme varied over this 12-month period; the substantial eastern expansion took place in March 2012. Clearly, usage behaviours are partly a function of the provision and availability of bikes and it is reasonable to assume that both LCHS members and their usage behaviours will change as the scheme expands and matures.

In Appendix B, high-level usage behaviours for the period analysed in this research (14th September 2011 – 14th September 2012) are compared with those of the most recent usage data available (27th April 2012 – 27th April 2013). The findings from this initial and cursory analysis remain highly consistent. However, since there is now a reasonable amount of historical data measuring LCHS use, a comparative and longitudinal analysis of behaviours may be a particularly fruitful avenue for further study.

Casual payment cyclists

The analysis undertaken as part of this project misses a substantial aspect of LCHS cycling behaviour – journeys made by casual users. This omission is particularly relevant to the group cycling work: it is conceivable that casual users are particularly predisposed to group cycling and that group cycling journeys taken between casual users and members are also likely.

For every casual user journey in the LCHS journeys database, a numeric variable representing that user’s payment card appears. This variable persists over time and it is therefore possible to link the casual journeys of a single user. An initial future analysis activity may be to profile causal cyclists using the same behavioural classifications de-
scribed in Chapter 3. A more substantial, but also difficult task, might be to attempt at linking casual users and members: to identify casual users who then register as formal members. Again, this could only ever be inferred, perhaps by creating a similarity matrix between every casual user and formal member in the dataset. Identifying the point and context under which casual users become formal members may provide important insights to those wishing to increase bikeshare usage as well as promote cycling more generally.

**Spatial analysis**

Finally, in Chapter 7 some time was spent reflecting on approaches for explaining spatial travel behaviours. Spatial cycling behaviours are likely to be a function of where customers live or depart from within a trip chain, where those individuals then need to travel to in order to access work or other facilities, the relative usability of the scheme at these origin and destination locations and other, more subjective factors, such as attitudes and preferences. Customers’ homes are recorded directly in the LCHS dataset, their workplaces and regular origins within a trip chain can be inferred through the commuter classification and an indicator for docking station usability might be derived through temporal analysis of docking station availability (Slingsby et al. 2011). This information might then be used to create a spatial interaction model for expected commuting journeys. Varying the parameters in this model, it might be possible to explore and make quantitative claims about the size of effect contributed by each of these explanatory variables.

### 8.5 Conclusion

The *thesis* argued in this research is that, as an observational dataset of unprecedented size and spatiotemporal precision, the LCHS offers new opportunities for researching urban cycling behaviour. This thesis is supported by empirical findings, which not only demonstrate that meaningful behaviours exist, but also that new insights can be derived and new contributions made to an established and active set of domain literature. This was a data-driven study that involved working with a large, passively collected dataset that was not necessarily created for the purpose of studying individual-level cycling behaviour. A second argument is that visual analysis approaches are suited to such
speculative research contexts. They enable a detailed space-time context underpinning behaviours to be explored and a dialogue with the dataset that is highly productive. The study’s research findings might have been generated without these visual interfaces. However, the immediacy of interactions and intuitive visual encodings were effective in supporting participation from domain specialists with limited analytical expertise, but substantial domain knowledge. In addition to its domain specific contributions, the approach documented in this research might be used by others working in similar analysis contexts.
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Appendix A

Technical Notes

Data analysis was carried out using freely available and open source software: the Processing development environment (http://www.processing.org), the statistical programming language R (http://www.r-project.org) and the serverless database software library SQLite (http://www.sqlite.org). Various software libraries, particularly the giCentre Utilities library (http://www.gicentre.net/utils/), were used to support, amongst other things, drawing statistical graphics and zooming and panning in the visual analysis applications. Software were developed using the Eclipse IDE (http://www.eclipse.org) and statistical analysis and data mining procedures using RStudio (http://www.rstudio.com). This document was written in LaTeX, using the TeXShop (http://pages.uoregon.edu/koch/texshop/) editor.
Appendix B

Comparison with April 2012 - April 2013 dataset
APPENDIX B. COMPARISON WITH APRIL 2012 - APRIL 2013 DATASET